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Optical Activity af Electrolytes. 
Introduction • 
.Among the many and varied fields of present 
day chemistry,. that or optical activity occupies a 
net unimportant position. Xhe :roundation of this 
lsection of the science was laid by Malus, who, in 
1808 discovered the phenomenon of polarised light. 
In 1811 Arago observed that the plane of polarisation 
was rotated by quartz and in 1815 Biot 'a researches 
resulted in t:ae d~scovery that solutions o1· certain 
organic substances, such as cane sugar, possessed a 
similar power. ~he signi:fica.nce ot: Biot's discove. 
was quickly realised and subsequently many rese~rc:nes 
on the optical a.etivi ty of organic compounds were 
commenced. 
It soon became obvious ~hat the specific 
rotation or a substance in solution is controlled by 
various factors •. ~he elucidation ot ·the signific 
of these factors is due to Bio,, Gernez etc., who 
showed that the spQcific rotation of a substance in 
solution is dependent upon the temperature and con-
centration of the solution and the nature of the 
solvent. 
1. 
In 1860, Biot published a s~1uary of all. hi 
works, stressing the ditt'erent influences controlling 
the rotations ot' substances in solution. rl.Gwever, in 
2. 
1877, Land.olt drew attention to the fact that many of 
the previous workers had. paid -~little or no attention 
to the concentrati~n of tne solutions exawined and in 
tile light of' later work extGnded Biot 's results. 
3. 
~though Biot had observed that thG add-
ition of acicle to aqueous solu·cions of tartaric acid 
resulted ·!in a diminution of the rotation1 the know-
ledge of t.ne conditions i:nfluenc1ng t:ne optical acti v:, ty 
of electrolytes was very meagre, when ih 1873 
4. 
Landolt carried out a comp~ete investigation of 
tartaric acid, 1 ts esters. and 1 ts saJ. ts. He found 
that the normal salts all had approximately the same 
molecular rotation in 0.5;A solutions. 
MolecUlar Rot·ations or Metallic T·artnates 
in 0.5 M Solutions. 
Salt. ~· 
Li.Li. +58.06° 
Nli4·mi4· +63.04° 
Na.Na +69. Bff 
K.K. +b4. 4:f 
N~.Na +61.71° 
lf~.K. +o3.8l0. 
Na.K. +62._a4;0 
Mg +61.68° 
5. 
In 1876, Oudemans Jr. made an examination 
ot the :rotations of various salts of the cinchona 
alkaloids, the purpose ot t:ne investigation being to 
tind it it was possible to u~e the optical activity 
a. 
i 
l 
I 
I 
6. 
results of immediate value were obtained. but in 18791 
. ~ 
ot these substances as a me ana ot analysis. No 
I 
during the progress of a research on the alkaloid I 
i 
~uinamine, he round that the rotations ot the various i 
I 
I 
salts were approximately the same in 0.05 M solutions.! 
RQtat~Qn ot Q.Y~JO.U!1ne Salts in 0.05 M 
Solutions. 
Salt. [oe.].J) 
Q,.HOl +114.4~ 
Q,.HNOB · 116.5° 
Q,.HOl 116 •. 1° 
Q..CHt6oH llf.:f 
Q,.HO OH 114.7° 
Q,.OOOR 
COOH 118.1° 
Q,.K0P04 1~7£. 3° 
Q, = Qliinamine. 
OUdemans' resu21ts were thus in agreement with those 
previously published by Landolt. The culln1nat ion 
ot the work was the statement ot the oudemans' Law:-
u~ne specific rotation or the alkaloids is 
moditied to the same extean by different acids.u 
7. 
oudemans later extendad_his work by 
investigating the case ot tne difi'er_ent salts ot t:ne. 
jsame optically active acid, a research silOilar to 
that of Landolt on the tartrates. His results tor 
the salts ot quinic and podocarpic acids showed that 
the Oudemans' Law held in this case also. 
I 
4. 
The work of' later ti.Uthors ~nas served to 
8. 
confirJri the Oudemans • Law. Thus Had rich, in 1893, 
suro.rnaris~d t:ne work or Lc=lndolt and Oud.emans ;11e tiren 
investigated. the rotations or salts of. a nu.rrt"oer of 
optically active strong ·oases at dif:terent concen-
trations. IUs results were 1n ilar1aoey wi tn those of J 
i 
9. I 
Oudemans. In the sawe year Kipping and Pope pra- j 
pared. <::{ -bromocam:p:O.or.lr. sulp:nonic acid 1 and. carried 
out an investigation on t.ne rotato:cy power o:r t.ne acJd 
i 
and its saJ.ts. From a consideration of his own j 
I I 
r9sults and those of Kipping aJ:l(t Pope, Hadrich extendl' 
ed the Oude.wans' Law. 
"The rotations o:t' optically acoi ve electrolytes j 
tend towards a definite value as the dilution is 
increased., and this value is independent of the 
inactive ion. u 
Hadric!l further proposed that tne law was a necessary 
consequence of the dissociation theory, which had be 
advanced some years previously by Arrhenius. 
The explanation o.f' the OUdemans '· Law on t11e 
basis ot.' the t:neory of electrolyt:ic dissociation may 
I 
!be summarised briefly in the following manner. 
I consider t11e case ot an optically active electro 
lyte in solution. on the Arrhenius theory t:ne o:pti 
ally active molecule is dissociated into ions 1 one ot: 
which is optically active, the other inactive. This 
we may represent in the following marmer: + AB~ A+B , 
5. i 
I 
A:S ·oei:ng t:.t1e undissociated molecule, A+ t.ne inactive ! 
I 
ion and J3' tne active ion. It may ·oe regar(ied as i 
I 
very probable that the rotatory power ot: tf.le und1ssoc-f 
iatad roolecule dit'f'ers frow that of' tile active ion, BL 
In moderately concentrated solutions the rotatory 
:power will depend not only upon the rotation of the 
undissociated molecule, but· also upon that of the 
active ion. As the solution is diluted the pro:porti n 
of undissociated molecules will decrease, the rotato 
power showing a corresponding change. The limit is 
reached in the case or very dilute solutions, w:CJ.en 
quantity of undissociated molecules is negligible. 
In such solutions the specific rotation is dependent 
entirely ·upon t:ne concentration or tne active ion, au 
will be independent ot: tf.Le nature ot: tne inactive ion 
The figures quoted by Landolt and Oudemans 
show rotations which are not quite constant. On the 
"dissociation theory, these variations would be explain d 
on the grounds ot: t:ne presence o:t' undissociated 
molecules in the concentrations considered. 
In view ot: the mo.re re:cent work on the natu e 
ot: dissociation, it is interes~ing to consider the 
Oudemans' Law in the light of the theory ot: complete 
dissociation. 
consider, as before, the case of an optic 
active electrolyte in solution. on the compl <3te 
dissociation theory, the rotatory power of t:ne 
electrolyte is due enti·rely to the ac~ive ion, 
6. 
the re are no und.issociated molecules to be considered . 
In t~nis case the c:O.ange in rotatory power with change 
of' concentration is explained as being rlue to the eft et 
I 
of the inactive cation on the active anion. The io a 
I 
I 
i being electrical systems, it may be regarded as probablle 
i 
that the proximity ot tne catio:n to the active anion 
will have a definite ettect on the configuration ot 
tha latter: that this will affect the rotator.y power 
ot tne active anion is to be expected. Tl1e rotati 
ot: t.ne active anion (and tnere:rore of t.ne solution) 
be conside·red as -oeing dt3pendent ,upon the nature of 
the ionic atmosphere surrounding the active ion and 
also upon t:ne concentration .. o:r the electrolyte in 
solution. With dilution, the limiting case is 
reached when the active anion is no longer appreciab 
affected by the surrounding ions; in such solutions 
the rotation is independent of the nature ot the 
itive ion. 
The results leading to the formui~ion of 
Oudemans' Law we,re all obtained in di~lute solution. 
(1/40 M- I/2 M). That the law holds in dilute 
solutions and in dilute solutions only, has been shOWY! 
10. . , 
later authors: eg., Schneider's work on the salts of 
. 11. 
ic acid and more recently the work of Darmois on 
:ne tartrates. Tne law has suffered some criticism.~ 
ar1cus investigators having pointed out that it is 01 
pproximately obeyed. 
·. 12. 
Thus, Shinn, ·who repeated and extended the 
7. 
,..vork or J:Iadrich, concluded that ''the rotations ot: 
the salts studie(l (salts ot' alkaloids) (10 not tend to 
oecome identical for salts conta1n1 ne; t:ne same active 
~o::t.se. 11 Furt11ermore, s:niru.l could not bring his 
results into harmony with thG tneory o:t· ~31Gctrolytic 
dissociation. 
13. 
stubbs has also pointed out that the salt 
of malic acid do not obey the Oud.emans' Law. 
Salts of Malic Acid. 
Molecular rotations au_ntinite 
Dilution. 
..............,. ....... . 
Salt [.M] 
~ 
~ -15.5° 
Na2 -16.2° 
Li 2 -19.2° 
The rotatiWhe at infinite dilution we·re obtained by 
grap~ical extrapolation. stub~os summarises as 
follows: 11 At infinite dilution the influence of the.:. 
!metallic ion persists, for, unlike the case in which 
the ions of electrolytes influence malic acid by the~ 
cha.."l.ce proximity, the positively charged cation must 
oy electrostatic :rorces be kept always within the 
sphere of' influence of the negatively charged active 
anion." 
The case of the effect of added electrolyte 
will be discussed later, but the expi.lanation in the 
a .. 
case of' the salts woulcl appear to be somewhat at 
variance with t~he signi1'1cance ordinarily attached 
to the tG:rra "infinite dilution". 1 
I 
All investigation of interest at this point ! 
14. . 1 
was wade ·oy Walden, who made a very accurate study ot·! 
the salts of dl-oromocawphor. lr.sulpnOnic acid, this j 
I 
acid being chosen since it had a rotation sutticientl~ 
great to allow or accurate measurements in extremely J 
dilute solution. In addition the· degrees ot 
dissociation of tne various salts were measured at th~ 
d1t1'crent concentrations. The tollGWing is a 
summary of Walden's results. 
Acid or Salt v. Q\(1 m. 
Acid 2.08 +287° oB. 5fo 
60 ~69° 94. 4ro 
Li. u i&72° -
Na. " 272° B6.; K. u 269° C37. 
-Tl. tl 272° C$7. 3jo 
Be /.2 IJ 272° '17. 3o/o 
MgZ2 IJ 'i!J70° -
Zn/2 •• ~69° 77.:. zzo 
Ba/2 u 271° 74.8~ 
V = vol. containing 1 gro. equivalent o!' acid 
or salt .• 
m = degree ot dissociation - calculated from 
conductivity data. . 
The above results would appear to be some-
what anomalous, since whereas the conductivity data 
indicate approximately 70 - 90~ dissociation, the 
molecular rotations of the various ~alts appear to be 
consistent with complete dissociation. 
I 
9. 
15. 
Noyes has avoided this difficulty, his 
assumption being that in solution there are two types 
ot molecules: 
-+- ' A ........ B A - B 
Electrical Molecule. Chewi c a1 1~ro le cul~. 
In the case or salts, undissociated molecules exist 
largely as electrical molecules. .As Shown by con-
ductivity mea~ure~ents, the molecule is undissociated 
but the optical activity of t:ne molecUle is the same 
as that o:c the free ion, since t:ne ion exists in the 
molecule as a "latent ion". 
16. 
More recently, Walden has measured the 
molecular rotations ot tetra.etnyl-ammoniuut~-bromo-
c~phor.lf. sulphonate. He finds that in solutions 
more dilute that 1 gm. mol. /17 litres, the molecular 
rotation is independent of the concentration. 
explains the constancy of the molecular rotation on 
the basis of Noyes' theory, thus assumdng the prese 
of undissociated molecules at the concentrations in 
question. 
17. 
The work of Rimbach on the optical activit 
ot EUbidium tartrate rather leads to the idea that a 
simpler explanation ot Walden's results would be base 
on the theor.::::y of total dissociation at the concen-
trations considered. Thus in dilute solutions 
conductivity measurements gave tne degree ot dissocia 
·By use of tne formula 
Weak bonds 
Strong " 
m= [~J - [~Jo 
r~ J.t) - [ 0(. Jo 
10. 
m is the degree or dissociation 
I 
(oc.J - speci:!'ic rotat:!Jon ot the 
solution eximined. 
loe.Jo - specitic rotat~on at infinite 
concentrat iqn. 
lO(.!o- spec it ic rotat:Uon at intini te 
dilution. i 
Rimbach o:bt ained tne value ro - 97. ?Cjo, a figure muc:n 
more in agreement with the present idea ot dissociat1dp 
in dilute solution. i 
I A valuable contribution to the knowledge or 1 
I the factors inf'luencing the rotatory powers or solut- I 
'
lions with change in concentration was made by G.H. I 
18. ! 
/Schneider in 1881. This author made a very completb 
I · · I 
j ex~ination of the rotatory power ot tl1e malates and 1 
lhydromala.tes of Lithium, Sodium, Potassium and Ammoniuk 
lin aqueous solution. Barium Malate ~as also examined~ 
The specific rotatio.ns ot t:ne various salts were plottt 
ed against the concentration in aqueous solution. on 
l:he same grapll, the variation ot t:tle rotatory power ot 
balic acid with concentration was given; the concantra-
I 
ion effect, as is weJ.l known, is to cause a c:nange fro 
1, -rotation in dilute solution to d-rotation in the I 
I re concentrated solutions. The salts undergo 
hanges precisely similar to the above, the effect ot 
. - I 
oncentration being to c:r1ange the original .l-rotationj 
d-d.i rec.t ion. The curve for the barium 
dif'fGrs somewhat from those for the other salts 
rotation with concentration being much 
rapid. 
The following is a short summary or the 
results. 
ll~ 
[ o{_].:D ro r 
[ot;] 
[cXJD :1n Acid or Salt. ~ at 1nf1ni te . pure substance. dilu:t.i on . 207o so l~t ion. 
Malic acid +5. ago -o.orr>· -1. 
Lithium Malate +:d6. 7 ;tJ -12.71° -9 .. 
Ammonium u 0 -3.32 -a. 93° 
Sodium " +15. 20° -9.84° 
Potassi uw . u +3.o:fl -7.31° 
19. 
Stub-os, who ha.s made a study ot' Schneider' 
f'igures, comments as follows:-
11He foun<l the specific rotation oi' malates to v 
with the concentration, even more so than with malic 
acid i tselt. Moreover, the diversity ot: rotation 
shown by the various rualates is not mere~ due to his 
plotting specific rotations against percentage 
i tion of the solutions, tor when calculations are 
from his data arHi molecular roctations plott,3d against 
molar concentrations, the di~ersity persists in a no. 
less striking form. 11 
Indeed, in the case of the malates, the 
molecular rotat.ion at 1n..f'in1 te dilution of the po~as 
ium salt is more dextro than that or the sodium salt, 
and the latter than that of the lithium· salt, an orde 
ot ettect remarkallly parallel to that given by Stubbs 
for tha addition of alkali salts to malic acid in 
aquaous solution. 
A line of research which has proved of grea 
12. 
I 
I value in cormection wi t:n optically activ'3 electrolytes 
l 
! 
is the add1 tion of salts to solutions of t:ne opticallY 
2(). . i 
a·ctive substance. Thus, Bio~ in 1837 observed tnat 1 
i 
tne specil'ic rotation of tartaric acid was greatly 
increased. by tlle addition of ·ooric acid. The work 
21. 
ot Gernez showed t.nat salts ot: molybdenum ~n.ad a 
remarkably large effect on the rotation ot the same 
acid • Many similar results were observed and t:ne 
. ot the common inorganic saJ.ts. The influence of 
inorganic salts has been studied in the case or certa n 
23. 
active sugars by several wo rikers e.g., Farnsteiner, 
24. 25. 
Rimbach and wender. The eftec1B generally are 
small, increase with increasing salt addition and in 
some cases show regularities according to the period! 
system. 
26. 
Long has investigated the et:t'ect ot tne · 
~d1t1on ot the alkali halides to solutions of sodium 
and potassium tartrates. He round t:nat potassium 
and ammonium saJ.ts raised the r.::otation, while sodium 
lithium and. thallium salts lowe\red it •. 
27. 
Stubbs has made a very thorough investi-
gation of the intluence of inorganic salts on the 
rotation of .£-malic acid. A very comprehensive 
list ot salts has been employed, these being added to 
13. 
1. 5 1Vi solutions ot: the acid. arHl the difference in 
specific rotation or the solutions observed. The 
following t ab1es give the results o·oserved ror t:ne 
addition of salts or monovalent and (livalent :wetals. 
SaJ. ts o t Alkali :Wlet als. 
alt added n Salt added n 
CsCl 1/4 1.94° H.c-J4Cl 1/4 1.16° 
Os Cl 1 4.66° NH4 Cl 1 3. 2Ci0 
RbCl l/4 1. 95° LiCl 1/4 o. 73° 
RbCl 1 5.08° LiCl 1 2.84° 
KC1 1/4 1. 95° KI 1/4 icl. 39° 
KCl 1 5.57° .KBr u 2.11° 
NaCl· l/4 1.67° KCl u 1.95° 
NaC1 1 5.39° KN03 u 1.88° 
K2so4 " 1.48° 
~~ium and Calcium Salts and Salts of weaker Bases. ·--·-
Salt added n A Salt added n A 
BaC~ 1 17.23° Cd( 1~03 ) 2 1/4 o. 73° 
BaC12 l/4 5.58 ° znClz 11 0.56° 
Ba( N03 )z u 4. 83° 11g012 u o. 77 ° 
cac12 u 3.· 95° AlC10 u 0.60° 
Ca( N03 );z u 3.69° 
HgC12 1/5 0.36° 
n= no. ot equivalents of salt addQ;cl.. 
A= observed difference in specitic rotation betw 
solution ot acid and solution or acid+ salt. 
l4. 
The et't'e et ot: tne salts is to change the 
,~-rotation ot· tn.e acid in the rlextro direction. Frorn 
the above tables a.rHl otner f'1gures 1 Stub-os arranges 
t:ne ions in order of their influence on the rotation. 
Fro:n t:'1~ figures tor the alkali mt~tals 
1 
the tallow-
ing series are deduced ror tne cations and anions. · 
'.t cs-+- > Rb+ > K+> Na+) NH; I Li-t- > H 
I- > Br-) Cl-) NOa ) tS04-
The following is the c·~der ot.' influence or the other 
m·2t als examined. 
Ba.++> ++' ++) Cd-r+) +++) ++) ++ ea 1 Mg Al zn Hg • 
l:sariwn and Calcium salts are seen to hav9 a. specially 
lgr~at influence on the rot'ition of t.:ne acid. 
I 
I 
I 
I From a general COl1Siderat1on of his results 
1
1 
I 
I 
I 
Stu·bos concludes that the main influence is probably 
exerted by th·3 positive radicle; also that the 
·intluence is mainly a specific additive pro:pe.~ty or 
I 
the ionsor radicles and ap:pears to be relatarl to the.J I 
I 
valency o:r the ions an<:l their order of el~ctro-aft'ini t~es. 
~ I 
Tne aut:nor dismisses as wost. improbable the ! 
theory that the changes ar:~ due to the .formation of 
complexes. Among the reasons cited against this 
!theory 
l) 
£.- 2) 
are 
The regular nature ot the salt influence 
' the a priori inconceivability or a salt such 
as KCl forming such complexes. 
The dehydration tl1t30ry is also rejected. 
i 
! 
t was .rounrt tnat HCl exerts a less influence than r.lo a 
LiCl, so that tllc ewder or ililt:lue:q.ce is K) l~a > Li > H . 
parallel to the order of atotn1<.! weights. 
".An explanation plausiblf3 at f 1-rst sight 1s t~1 at the i 
i 
i 
l fcrwat ion in solution of' hydrated molecules by the 
j 
added salts would act like concentrating t:UG solution~ 
I which is well known to intluGnC-3 the rotation of utalid 
'.:iC11 in a dGxtro-sanse." 
i 
! 
l 
I 
I 
The evidence against such a theory is stro~. 
In til'3 first Place, tne roagni tude o:t' the salt inl'luende 
is oft13n ta.r too great to be explained in the above I 
m~~~er, B~Cl2 , for ex~aple, producing at the higher I I 
I concentration an effect several times as great as ~~ 
would oe given by total dehydration of the malic acid.: 
I 
(assuming Schneider's value of +5.89°r'or the rotatio~ 
o I' the arL.'1ydrous aci ti.. ) secondly, in general, the 
salts with·the greate·statfinity for water, e.g.,LiCl, 
exert the least influence. 
From g~neral considerations, among which 
duced by the ions. The nature or. the, ionic 
being put forward that it m~ be connected with the 
sensitiveness of the hydroxyl group in malic acid. 
16. 
It is worthy or note that when the hydroxyl, 
i 
! group ot malic acid is attacked and a chemical comple~ 
! formad., the great sensitiveness or the acid to 
28. 
concentration disappears. 
29. 
Patterson and Anderson nave carrierl out a 
research somewhat similar to t:nat or Stubbs. Tne 
case investigated was the ef:::-fect o1' salt addition to 
aqueous solutions of ethy.~ tartrate. 
is a summar.y of the results obtained. 
The fOll&Wi:ng 
E ueous so 
Ethyl Tartrate by the addition or various salts. 
Salt added ~ A, 
BaC12 ~ -12.43° 
NH4 Cl 
u 0 - 3.81 ' 
NaCl " - 6.05° 
KCl u - 6 .. 78° 
NH4N03 " - 3. 8,0 
NaN03 
u - 7. 31° 
RN03 " - 7.03° 
Nai u -10.11° 
KI " - 9668° 
.Na.Br u - 6.51° 
KBr u . 0 -. 7. 96. 
M - molarity of added salt. 
~ = observed change in specific rotation. 
I 
I 
I 
17. 
The ef'f'ect of t:n.e salt ar.ldition is to 
cha.:r..gg t·ne original d-rotation in the ,e.-direct ion. 
Th~ 8f'fects unt:'i.oubtedly show a remarkable similarity ! 
i 
to those o·otained ·o~r Stubbs; the large el·fect or BacJl
2 I 
and the series K) Na ) N.H.4 for the chlorides being i 
• j 
exactly analogous to the changes observed in the case j 
o t malic acid. I 
The nehydration tneory is discussed, the 
authors concluding that their results strongly suppor, 
the views o1· stubbs on this point. I 
The effect or saJ.ts on t11e homogeneous este!?. 
was also investigated, the aut:nors I'ind.ing that I 
similar effects to those quoted above are obtained. 
The possibility or combination between the 
salts and the ester is discussed, but it is concluded 
tnat "since t:nere is nothing to s:now that the influen e 
of inorganic salts is of a different order from that 
of organic solvents, and as no evidence of any weight 
has hitherto be·en brought forward in favour of comb1n 
I 
I 
1at1on in the latter, better investigated case, there 
I 
I 
i se erns 
i 
I 
no valid. reason for assuming 1 t in the former 
I 
I 
lei ther. • 
J In view of 
Obtained in the case 
the fa.ct that the regularities I 
ot aqueous solutions are also 1 
evident in the case or t:ne homogeneous ester , altnoug~ 
to a leaser degree, it is concluded that 1 1t seems 
improbable that ionisation plays any important part i 
t:n.e matter." 
18. 
Recently, Darmois30·nas studied tne rotat-
ory _powers ot· neutral tartrates in aqueous solution 
and in neutral salt solutionil·· The following are 
his results tor the alkali tartrates in aqueous 
solution. Ti1e measurements for mlbidi u.m "tartrate 
are due to Rimbach. 31• 
Rot ory Powers ot Alkali Tartrates in 
Tartrate 
thium 
Sodium 
Rubidium 
aes1um. 
c 0.425 
Tu 
[oY.r. 39. 9 ° 
c 0.174 
T" 
(~J.r 42a.3° 
c 0.20 
T" 
[O(.]J 44. 1 ° 
c 0.265 
T• 
(QL.].r 44. go 
c 0.166 
(~JT• 44.80 
'J 
c 0.24 
(~)T• 44.45° 
'J 
o. 85 o. 973 
0.348 0.653 
42~0° 41.5° 
0.50 0.65 
0.51 1.02 
0.346 0.738 
0.68 1.00 
T" 
£. is the concentration in gro.mols. /11 tre. [cX.]J" is 
I 
1. 7o 1 
I 
35.3° I 
0.871 
I 
41. Zl I 
1.00. 
45.05~ 
1.70 1 
47.2° 1 
1.72~ 
48,2° I 
1.21J 
47.66 1 
deduced from the specific rotatory power by use ot 
[0(,]~.. = [ ~J..,. . M. w. of· ··salt the formula ~ v 1~. w. of tartrate ion. 
From the above it is seen that the rotatory 
power of the ammonium, potassium, rub1'd1um and caes1 
tartrates increases with concentration, while the 
ous Solution 
!.82 
1.30 
;J.68 
51.2 
0 
19 .. 
rotatory powar ot· t11e lithium and sodium tartrates 
shows a decrease. 
By drawing the various curves on a single 
graph, Darmois obtains an int~resting regularity. 
uTn9 curves are in tne order Li,Na,K,Rb,Cs; this is 
the order of ionic radii j calculated from ionic mobili~y 
. I with ~he aid of stoke~ • formula; tnese radii are:- I 
I 
Na. K. Rb. Cs. I 
Li. 
2. 30 1.79 
0 ! 
1 17 A If I 1.22 ~.17 • • I 
Darmois asswnes that the tartrates are completely 
dissociated at all the concentrations considered and 
supposes that with increasing concentration, the tar-
trate, ,ion undergoes a modification related to the 
radius of the cat ion of the tartrate. This is in 
accordance with the work or Fajru1s~2·which shows that 
in general, the anions undergo deformation under the 
!influence ot the more compact cations. This 
!modification is assumed to be produced bY the electri 
/rield or the cation, the ma.xiraum therefore being 
lreJ.Ched in the case of Rubidium and caesiu:::m. The 
I 
jdetormation effect being assumed to increase the 
~rotator.y power ot the salts studied, a second ettect 
must be a.dmitted, sine~ in soma cases _the rotatory 
power decreases with concentration. To account for 
this result, Darmois supposes that thQ tartr~te :ion iS· 
drated 1n solution and undergoes a partial dehydra 
ion in the more concentrated solutions. 
f Li thi urn and SOdium tartrates, this "dehydration ef 
I 
20. 
is so graat as to overcome tha opposing "deforraation 
a.f':t'Gct u, the rotatory power of the tartrates in 
question decreasing with concentration. From a 
study of thG tartrates ot: organic bases, Darroois I 
brings forward some results in support of his hypotheJis. 
I 
Thus the rotatory power of b.anzylamine tartrate I 
increases rapidl.& with concentration; this is 
assumed to be a cons~quence ot the fact t~nat the 
benzylawine ion is not hydrated. on the other hand, 
I 
lthe rotatory power of tetraet~lammonium tartrate 
decreases greatly with concentration. On Darmois' 
tneory, this is accounted for by tne ~act that the 
j [ N( c2H5 >4 ]+ 1on·:.·is hydrated in solution. 
The ette.ct of neutral saJ.ts is studied by 
measuring the rotatory power ot.' sodi wn tartl!a.te in 
various chloride solutions. Thcl results serve to J 
I cont'irm the effects o·otained. with the alkali tartrate~, 
1 SOd1um and lithium chlorides decreasing the IDtation, 
while potassium chloride causes an increase. 
MgCl2 and CaC12 cause even a greater decrease 
I 
/LiCl, this effect being accounted for by 
I 
ion theory. 
Arranged in order of their influence on the 
rotation, the following series is obtained: 
K+ ( Na+ ( Li+ ( Mg,..+<ca++ 
ThC14 gives at once a considerabl<~ increase, due to 
!the gr·Jat field of the Tn+-+++ ion. T:ne divalent 
I . 
·cati.brtl:o t the heavy metals (Mu, Fe, if.g) are also 
:dl. 
situated Qn the side corresvon(ling to dt31'orw.ation. 
Darmois accounts :t'or tne results obtained 
wi t:n t:ne above cations as being (iuc to the to :cm at ion 
of associated compounds, this also holding in the 
case of Zn, Cd, and cu. 
i 
'l'ne rotatory power ot: et:n.yl tartrate in i 
I 
aqueous SOlUtion anrl. in several SOlU tcions Of el:3Ctroiytee 
I 
I 
has also been sturtied, th·3 various solutions being I 
considered as solvents in Wl'1ich the concentration of I 
ethyl tartrate 1s varied. concentration of the I 
aqueous solution of the tartrate causes a shift in I 
rotation towards the laevo-side. In this case, all 
the salts studied decrease the rotation; this noJ.di~ 
even in the case of potassiwn chloride, which gave anJ 
increase with the inorganic tartrates. ~he ettect I 
of KOl. is, tor a given concentration, g.raater than thtt 
of Li Cl, but very much smaller than that of CaCl2 • 
Darmoi·s reaches no defi~--te conclusions wi tt.L regarlt tq 
1
the ethyl tartrate values. I 
I The resUlts generally are of great interestj 
ls1gnif1cant regularities being obtained. Tne de~ , 
I 1· 
I hy1rat1.on t:n.eory advanced 11as provoked some criticism~ 
!but, with regard. to this, it seems to the present I 
writer that Darwois has scarce~ been met on his own I 
ground. 
later. 
This point will be more fully discussed I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
ot: interest at this point is a paper pub- I 
. I 
lished by Levene and Rothen, 33 • part of which is devo~ed 
I 
I 
to a study of the eff'ect of addition of neutral salts i 
22. 
to Mand~lic acid. The ef'I'ect was studie(i with 
reference to the undissociated acid and the ion. 
th9 experiments were carried out at two definite 
! 
l 
TnuJ 
i 
pH's ~ 
i 
in order to ensure that the o·oserved etf'ect was a I 
i 
I pure salt et:t'ect and could not ba attributed to chang~s 
I 
I 
in tne ionisation. one series was made on the i 
slightly alkaline side, mandelic acid being neutrall-1 
ised first by one equivalent ot sodium hydroxide, and 
another series on tne ·acid side, by adding one equi-
1 valent or liCl to the solution. The p.ti' s ot' tne 
/solutions were cnecked to ensure tne presence in 
solution ot: eitner the undissociated molecule or the 
I 
I 
ion. 
l 
tables:-
~he results are summarised in the .ro11owi, 
Effect of neutr~ salts on 
the rotation ot the Mande-
late ion. 
I 
23. 
As may be seen from tile figures, all tile 
neutral salts stu(lied, (with the exception or t:ne 
.. 
sulp:nates J have a positive e·ftect - the rotation is 
increased. Here, as in other cases, the charge 
1 on t:ne salt ion plays an important role, divalent ion$ 
1having a much greater effect than monovalent ions.. I 
I I 
I so far as series et'te et is concerned., the 1 
j 
I 
I results are the exact antLthesos of those obtained 
I 
I 
I by Stuobs, in the case of malic acid. Thus t~ne 
! 
I aut11ors find 
I 
that the effect decreases with the alkaline 
I earth metals in the series 
I 
ea) Br).,Ba, whereas 
I 
1 Stubbs found that barium had a much greater effect 
I than calcium. . In the case of tHe alkali series, 
lithium produces a greater effect than rubidium, out 
there is no apparent regularity for the intermediate 
This again is at variance with Stub·os' 
results, who found that lithiwn produced a smaller 
effect than rubidium. 
I 
In the case of the undissociated mandelic 
I 
1 acid, rather an unexpected resuJ.tt is · olleerved. "We 
1 
I have seen t:nat in the neutral salt effect 1 the influe~ce·. 
o t the cation,. (whatever its c. barge ancl size ) predomi·-
ates over that of the anion upon the change of rotati n 
of mandelate ion, this being due to the negative 
i 
I charge of the latter. In the case of mandelic acid! 
we are dealing with a neutral molecule ru1d the predom+ 
I 
1nant action of one ion on the ·oth9r is th·en due onlyj 
to their respective charge, size and structure. The 
24. 
resulting e.ft'ect ought to be less than in the case ot 
the mandelate ion and in an opposite direction (-ve) 
when t:n.~~ influence ot: t:ne anion is predominant. u 
Tne above statement is borne out by the 
results; in the case o:r mandelic acid, tor every 
sulphate studied (except Al2( so4 )3 ) t:O.e re is a 
decrease in the molecular rotation of the acid, the 
et:t'ect of t:ne doubly chaxged so4 u ion be 1ng pr.edomin 
In the case of the mandelate ion, the effect ot the 
sulphates studied is to raise the rotation. That 
effects obse~ved are greater in the case of the 
mandelate ion seems to lend turther proo1' to the 
!going hypothests. 
I From a study of the effects Obtained, the 
authors come to the following general conclusion:-
"The cgange in rotation (Jf an optically active 
acid or of its ion produced by tne cations ot 
neutral salts is the saroa as tnat o.bserved on 
passing t:rom the active ion to the active 
molecule. u 
I ~vidence from the stud~y or malic and 
l 
/tartaric acids is appended in support of the conclusio • 
stateml3nt can, however, scarcely be· reconciled wit 
work of' Darmois, who found that whi-le sodium and 
lithium chlorides decreased the rotation of sGdium 
artrate, potassium-chloride acted in the opposite 
irect1on, causing an increase. 
The effect of neutral salts on the rotation 
~-methylglucoside and.sucrose has also been 
I 
25. 
studied. The changes are very small and in the 
opposite (lirection to those obtained in the case of 
mandelic acid, the results ·being scarcely comprehensi ,e 
enough to admit ot· the observation ot regularities. J 
Bancroft an•.t Davies34• have made an I 
exhaustive study of the rotatory power or malic acid I 
and various derivatives and have verified and extended 
much or the existing data. As has been previous~y 
mentioned, the rotatory power ot .e-.m~li~· aoid changes 
I from laevo~ to dextro- as the aqueous solution is 
concentrated. Salts, acids and bases exert a simil 
influence, while rising temperature makes t:ne solutio a 
more laevo-rotatory. 
In explanation o:c the ab eve changes 1 the 
autho:rs advance the t.neory that 1-rualic acid may exis 
in two tautomeric terms, having the tollowing 
structures:-
1/o, 
o=c 
I 
-f!O· e · H 
I 
-H·C· H 
I 
COOH 
-') 
( 
"110 
-fl()~c., 
0"'-J 
c. 'If 
I 
-ti·C.·H 
I 
CcoH 
there. The resultant etnylene oxide ~inkage gives 
rise to the observed dextro-rotation ot this form. 
26. 
Evidence tor this tautomeric change is round in the 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
tact t:na.t. w:nen the •migrating• aJ.coholic :nyd.roga:a ot j 
malic acid is replaced by less labile groups 1 to rormi 
such compounds as methoxysuccinic acid, ethoxysuccin11 
acid. etc. 1 t:nese compounds are round to possess j 
practically constant rotation with varying aqueous 
concentration. Similarly, when the hydroxyl group 
is replaced by chlorine, chloroBuccinic acid. is round 
lto be but sJ.ightly influenced by change in concentrat 
ion, while replacement of the hyclrogen r.tireo_tly a.ttac -
ec. to tlle asymmetric carbon-atow by a met~nyl group 
in ci tran1alic acid, yields rotations which vary with 
dilution, but to a muc:n smaller degree t:nan was t:ne I 
case with l(talic acid. This last t~ne aut.nors attl'ibu~e 
to ut he decrease in acti vi t:y ·incident. on passing trom 
a secondary to a tertiary alcohol grouping on that 
carbon-atom; some migration exists, but much less 
than in malic acid." Finally, if the hydrogen 
or t~ne alcoholic hydroxyl group is replaced ·oy groups 
containing metaJ.lic atoms 1 such as beryllium and 
uranyl, th3 metallic derivatives show constant rotat-
ion. 
The tact that numerous o' -hydroxy-acids are 
sensitive to concentration changes, while the rotato 
power of ,8-hydroxybutyric a.cid is constant under 
similar conditions is quoted as evidence that the 
migration of the alcoholic hydrogen is to the adjacen 
27. 
carboxyl group and not to tile more distant one. 
It is also pointed out that numerous erg 
1c compounds possessing structure·s similar to that or 
malic acicl unclergo changes analogous to the above, 
Phepyl azo-acetic ester and glucose bei1~ quoted. 
The various theories :previously advanced to 
account for the behaviour ot: malic acid are discussed 
at sorue length by th(~ authors. 
The explanation that the ooserved effects 
are due to cnar~es in the ionisation or malic acid is 
criticised on various grounds. Thus the changes 
observed in the case o£ diethyl malate in absolute 
alcohol lead to the following statement:-
11Probably no one would claim any ionisation tor 
ethyl malate in alcohol, and yet th<3se data show that 
the rotation-tl11ution change is close.·ly analogous to 
that of malic acid in water. 11 
~~ain it is found that while dilute HCl 
j( 0.1 N) affects the rotation of dilUte solutions of 
~malic acid in the dextro-direction, no effect is 
lprod.uced in solutions more concentrated with respect 
to malic acid. On the otber hand, stronger HCl 
( 5 & 10 N) afrects the rotation of malic acid both in 
t~ne dilute and more concentrated solutions. The 
observed results are explained on the basis of two 
effects. 
1. In the case of the dilute HCl, an ordinary 
repression or the ionisation of malic acid; t11e abs 
28. 
of et't'ect in the more concentrated sol ut ions ot: walic 
aci<l is accounted tor on t:uc grounds that ut.nere is 
practically no dissociation to be repressed~ u 
2. In the case ot t:ne concentrated HCl, a 
displacement of tne equili bri UU1 in favour ot t:ne 
dextro-t'orm of :malic acid is supposed; t:ne dilute 
liCl has no marked eft'ect 1 so far a.s t:ne second change 
is considered. 
The above results arc corop~ed with those 
18. 
ot Schneider , wno round that the effect of sulphuric 
acid was about ten times as great as that of acetic 
The aut:uors conclude that uthe ionisation 
theory is quite inadequate to explain such large 
1effects.u 
In common wi t:n Stubl>s, the conclusion is 
reached that neither t:ne rotation dilution c~nanges or 
malic acid, nor the effect or sal.ts can ·oe explained 
on ti1e assumption or hydrate formation. Various 
pieces or evidence are quoted against this tneory, 
among which may be mentioned 11 that o.n. solution or 
!tartaric or of malic acid~, the temperature cnanges 
1
indicate no hydrate forruationu and 11 t:ne cryoscopic 
deterrninations also contradict this theory tor, if 
hydrates. rorm, the molecular depression ot t:ne F.P. 
should vary, decreasing wit:n increase o:r concentratio 
actually it remains very constant·. u 
The possibility tnat the dextro-rotatory 
form otl-malic acid is~ d-malic acid itself is 
discussed.. Since, however, neither HCl nor 1-IaOH 
29. I 
i 
I 
i impart any activity to a solution Of d.-1 malic acid, 1 
it is condlU(ted that these su·ost ances d.o not favour / 
the formation or d.-malic acid. from i.-malic acid, but/ 
that they have an equal and. o:pposite effect on the 
optical antipo~es. 
The results obtained by the above authors 
are ~oth interesting and i~9tructive 1 but on one :pain 
t.he equili briuw theory seems weak. The etnylene 
oxide structure allotted to the dextro-torm ot malic 
acid is assumed to be stable in the presence or con-
centrated hydrochloric acid. In view of. the fact 
tnat ethy._~ene oxide in the presence of' HCl yieldS 
ethylene ch~orhydrin,the above assumption must be 
!accepted with reserve. 
j 
F~om the foregoing, it is evid~nt that ma1zy 
of the investigations on the- optical activity ot: 
!electrolytes have been carried out· using hydrox~ .. . \ 
derivatives of succinic acid, e.g.,imalic and tartari 
I 
i 
I 
I 
: 
acids. The many abnormalities of compounds contai ng 
1 the hy.dro:xyl group are well known, tor example, the 
!great variation of the rotation of malic acid with 
concentration and of tartaric acid w1 th temperature. 
With the above consideration~ tn view, 
campbell35. carried out an investigation on the optic 
activity of ammonium- c£.-bromocamp)lor-T -sulphonate, 
an electrolyte containing no hydroxyl grGUp and navi 
a sutficiently great ro~ation in aqueous solution to 
allow of measurements in very dilute solution. 
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The el'tect ot concentration and addition 
ot.' salts was fUlly investigated. The differences 
in rotation were, however, very small and were in 
harmony neither with t~ne original Dissociation Theory 
ot Arr~nenius nor wit!l tne uDe.f'orwation Theory" ot 
Darmois. so far as tlle concentration effect is con-
cerned, little or no variation was observed in solut-
ions whese molar concentrations were less than 0.1. 
The author concludes that "the changes 
observed at higher concentrations may be accounted 
for by assuming either changes in the degree of 
dissociation of the electrolyte or a d.etorming int'lu-
ence of the positive ion on the optically active 
negative ion~ u 
With reference to the salt et:rect, it is 
concluded that the o.bserved c:nanges must be due to 
some tactor not ionic in nature. Xhe possibility 
of the existence of the ammonium salt as an equilibr1 
mixture or two isomers is discussed, and it is 
tentative~ suggested that the changes observed are 
due essential.ly to a change in the equilibrium betwe 
two dynamic isomers, each of which no.:s.a.es.aes;·a. dil'teren 
rotation. 
The evidence outlined above yields some 
conce~tion of the complexities met with in the study 
of' optically active electrolytes. The resUlts are 
in some cases conflicting, but from a general survey 
of the evidence, the fol~owing conclusions may be 
31. 
drawn. The concentration et.f'ects and t:ne results 
obtained by t:ne addition of saJ. ts may be accounted. 
fer on t:ne following grouncls :-
1 ). Changes in the degree of dissociation of 
the optically active electrolyte. 
2 ). The deto rming influence o t the cat ion on 
tne optically active aniono 
3 ). Changes in the equili'orium between two 
dynamic isomers, each of which :possesses a 
cl.ift'er.ent rotation. 
As has been :previously mentioned, most 
ot' the investigations considered have been carried 
out using bydroxy derivatives of succinic acid. 
Part of the pre~ent investigation con-
c_erns 1 tself with_ an attempt to obtain regulari t1es 
with optically active electrolytes which ao not 
contain a hydroxyl group.- .AS parent substance, the 
organic acid d-sec- ;d -octyl eydrogen Phthalate was 
chosen, arlfi it was de c1ded to at tempt to prepare the 
various salts of this acid, wit!l a view to investigat 
1ng their optical properties in aqueous and in alcoho 
solutions. Later the work was extended to include 
the effect of the addition or inorganic salts to 
aqueous solutions of one or the optically active 
salts. 
32. 
Experimental. 
Apparatus. 
Polarimeter. 
The polarimeter was a Hilger instrurnent, 
provided w1 t11 a· L1pp1c:n three shadow polaxi zer aru\ 
two verniers reading to 0.01~ I It was fitted with 1 
i 
I 
direct vision spectroscope attachments tor reading j 
rotatiOrJ.S with t:ne t:nree roorcury lines \yellow, green I 
The polarimeter tubes were provided~ I' and v1~let ). 
with central cap and a water-jacket, through which 
1 
I 
I 
water was pumped tram a thermostat by means o1' an 
electrically driven water turbine. The temperaturt 
I ot t11e thermostat was so regulated that the solution i 
! 
in the polarimeter tube was maintained at ~o.o0 ! 
I 
( ± o. 2° Jas measured by a specicu thermometer fi:t:ting ·I 
the cen~ral cup. J 
A quartz mercury vapour lamp ~ rking at , 
atmospheric pressure was used as source of light tor 
the;.·mercu:cy green line, this line bei~ almost 
exclusively used in the determination of rotations. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
l Solvents. 
I 
The etAYl alcohol employed in the investig-
ation was boiled under re!'lu.x over calcium turnings 
and fractionated. 
Chemicals. 
The d-actyl alcohol and .t.b.e d-sec- td -cetyl 
hydrogen phthalate used in the following investigatio 
33. 
were obtained f'rom the racemic alcohol by the met®d 
described by Pickard and Kenyon,(J.c.s., 2058
1 
1907, 
an<l J.c.s. J 2540, 192~·). The ·nomog!3neous alcohol 
:l0° o 
had [<¥J54"' = 9. 6 in a l din. tub~, the rotatory power 
::;aoa 
o:1' the d-phthalate being L~J54o 1 = 58.3 o (in 
ethyl alcohol, c = 5). 
r 
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i 
I 
I 
Preparation ot: t.ne Alkali Salts ot' d-aec-AJ-octyl I 
l 
I Hydrogen Phthalate. 1 
.j 
Lithium. Salt. I 
I TWo methods of preparation were employed 1 
tor the production of this sal.t. In the first case j 
. I a methyl alcoholic solution of the d-phthalate was I 
titrated -against an aqueous solution of lithium J 
hydrcxide,; using phenolphthalein as outside indicator 
I 
The resulting solution ot the lithium salt was eva~ 1 
orated to dryness in a vacuum desiccator. The 
second methoo was pre-cisely similar to the above 
1 
except that a methyl alcohol solution of lithium 
hydroxide was used in place of the aqueous solution 
as :previously. 
j The purity of the salt was checked by the 
·!determination of t:ne rotatory power ot a solution 
!prepared directly as follows: 
I 
The calculated volume of a previously standard-
ised methyl alcohol solution of lithium hydroxide-was 
added to a known weight of d-p_hthalate in methyl 
!
alcohol solution. The whole was then made up to 
lthe mark in a standard flask and the rotatory power 
. ·measured. 
The following were the observed rotations:-
::LOo 
Lithium salt by first method. [M]s4o! = 150. 9° (In met 
u 11 d seco:nd If [MJ;b, = 151.7a ~ u 
u u direct·lY prepared (M]~o· - 151.8°( " S40l 
u 
• 
l alCOf10l C= 6) 
u C=5) 
u c=s) 
35 • 
.Ammonium, Sodium and. Potassium Salts. 
( 
An attempt was made to prepare the ammonium 
salt on similar lines to the above, using alcoholic 
a:am!Cl1ia. This method proving unsatisfactory, 1 t 
i 
was decided to prepare ti1is saJ. t (lirectly in solution+ 
In the case of' t:ne ethyl alcohol solutioni ,-(,:ni s was 
effected by the addition or· tne calculated amount ot: 
standard alcoholic a:cmnonia to a weighed quantity of 
I 
a-phthalate. In order to obtain the salt in aqueo*s 
I 
sol ut ion,. a similar met hod was employed, the calaulated 
I 
volume of standard NH40H being added to a weig£1ed I 
The lite tnods emp_loyed in i amount of the phthalate~ 
the case of the sodium and potassiu:rf'alts were 
exact~ similar~ a solution of d.-phthalate in ethyl 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
alcohol being titrated re·spectively against solutions 1 
. I 
of sodium and potassium ethoxide, using phenolphthalein 
I 
I 
as outside indicator. The solutions were evaporate~ 
I 
. I 
to dryness in vacuo, and the _purity of the products 
checked by preparation o:t' solutions of :the salts by 
the direct method. ~he rotator.y powers of the 
[ so d.1 '.lii1 and potassium saJ.ts, as o·otained directly in 
I solution, compared with solutions of the SOlidS aB 
I fOllOWS: 
I 
l :lOo 
1 Sodium Salt. [ M]S4E>, = 90.3° tIn etbyl alcohol c = 6 ). . u ~ . 
:lOo 
(prepared [U]~, = 89.3° { u u " c z::: 5 ). 
directly) 
~0 
L M]S4(.l = 57.3° ( u u u c = 5) Potassium 
salt 
·U If .:LOo 
( 6 ). (prepared [ M]S4E,I = 56.~~ u c = 
directly) 
ao. 
Rub1d.1um and Caesium t)alts. 
The mode ot preparation ot the rubidium sal· 
consisted essentially ot the addition ot rubidium 
carbonate in aqueous solution to the equivalent 
amount of pht~alate in alcohol solution. As in the 
previous cases, tbe resulting solution ot the alkali 
salt was evaporated to dryness: in vacuo. An 
attempt was made to prepare the caesium salt by means 
ot silver octyl phthalate and caesium chloride, but 
this had to be abandoned, oWing to the extreme I I 
I 
difficulty experienced in the ertort to Qbtain a dr,y J 
product·; this salt appeared to be extremely deliques 
ent·. 
Notes on the AlkaJ.i Salts. 
As ·prepared in the manner.· described above, 
the salts were o~otained as tine, whi t_e powder, ,all 
having a distinct tendency to deliquesence. Before 
being used, they were in all cases thoroughly (ft.ried 1 
vacuo~ and kept in desiccators during the measurement 
ot the various rotations. To ensure that the salts i 
rcl41a1ned. 'l..'1Changed throughout the per~~d required tor I 
1nveet1_gat1on' the original figure for sro alcohol I 
turt1d1 ty; filtration t~nrough a Jena Glass-Filter 
crucible was sufficient to render them perrectly cle • 
37. 
Rotatory Powers or tne Alkali Salts. 
The rotations were all determine(l at approximately 20 
in aq_ueous and alcoholic solutions of' various 
eo nee nt rat ions. The fOllowing tables give the 
results obtained. 
d-sec-&-octyl Lithium Phthalate. (M.w. = 284.2) • 
Solvent M oL... S4ol 
.200 
[M]s%1 
thyl Alcohol 4 0.035 2.26° +160.2° 
If 2 0.070 2.22° +157.5° 
u 2 0.176 5.36° +152.2° 
IJ 1 0.369 5.39° -t 146.2° 
tJ 1 0.628 7.53° +142.6° 
u 1 0.717 lO. 08o +l40.·7o 
·Water 2 0.070 1. 79° +127. 2° 
u l 0.176 0.78° + 44.3° 
IJ 1 0.352 0 • .66° + 12.2° 
.. l 0.530 o.ooo o.oa 
u 1 0.705 -0.49° -6.9° 
In tne above and following· tables, 1 •.length of 
polarimeter tube in dec1meters, M- molar concentrati 
:lOo 
of salt, Q£..s4~, , the observed rotation, and [M]
5401 
the molecular rotation of the solutions. 
I 
I 
! 
d-sec-fo-octyl Ammonium Phthalate. ( l~l. w. = 295.2~. 
i 
I 
I 
Solvent M c::J_S4~1 
:J.Oo 
[.M]S4fol 
:tthyl alcohol 4 0.036 2.13° 147.oc 
" 2 0.072 2.01° 0 139.7 • 
u 1 0.183 2.40° 131.3° 
u 1 0.360 4.57° 126.9° 
u 1 0.539 6. 61° 122.7° 
u l 0.719 8.57° 119.2 
0 
" 1 1.078 11.95° 110.9° 
Water 2 0.072 . ·l· 580 109.7° 
u l 0.180 0.60° 33.3 
0 
u 1 0.360 o. 21:/ 5.6 0 
u 1 o. 540 -0.36° -6.7° 
u l 0.899 0 -1.74 -19.4° 
39. 
. * d-sec-a-octyl Sodium Phtn·· alate. ( 1 r. w ao 3) I'"' ~1.. • • ,_ • 
Solvent 
:lOo 
M cJ.. 54-':.1 [M)S4.bl 
Ethyl AlCOhol 4 0.034 1.55° 115.1° 
u 2 0.067 1.45° 107.7° 
u 1 0.168 1.52° 90.3° 
u 1 0.335 2.44° 72.7° 
u 1 0.500 2. 99° 59.8° 
u .1 0.666 3.37° 
0 
52.l 
u 1 o. 833· 3. ~8° 44.2° 
Water 2 0.067 1.62° 120.3° 
u 1 0.169 o. 79° 46.8° 
u 1 0.335 0.21° 6.3° 
u 1 0.502 ;...0. 56° -11.2° 
u 1 0.668 -1.33 
0 
-19.9° 
u 1 o. 833· -2.08° -26.0° 
This aal t was previously examined by McGilli vray, · 
(Rule, Miles and McGillivray,J. c.s. 1 22741 1929 ), vino 
found that the rotationsot the alcohol solutions 
showed a minimum at c = ea 18 ( o. 6. M}. A caretul 
repitit1on of the results (above table) tailed to 
stablish the existence or such a minimum. 
40. 
d-sec- ;3-octyl Potassium Phtnalate 
j 
(M. W. .316r ). 
1 [M.]~oo Solvent M r:::J-5'4-fol i 
.54.~1 ) 
Ethyl Alcohol 4 0.032 Oe.94 ° 7~4. 2° ! 
u 2 0.063 0.85° 67.3° 
u 2 0.165 1.85° 57.3° 
u 1 0.3!31 1.66° 48.4° 
u l 0.475 1.98° 41.6° 
u l 0.640 2.36° 36.9° 
Water 2 0.064 1.58° 122.6° 
u l 0.~67 0.62° 37.2° 
u l 0.316 -0.22°· -7.0° 
u 1 0.474 -l.l0c -23.2° 
" l o.666 -2.45° -36.8°: 
d-eec- fi-octyl RUbidiwn Pht:nalat e (M. W. 362.8 
Only a small quantity of' this salt was prepared; the 
rotations were determined in alcohol solution. 
Solvent l M t::::J.. 54-Col [liL] ~c)o 54-'tl 
Eti:lyl Alcohol 4 0.028 0.73° 65.4° 
u 2 0.056 0.65° 58.8° 
u l o.l39 0.67° 48.0° 
u l 0.276 1.14° 41.3° 
u 1 o. 4l.3 1.61° 38.9° 
u 1 0.551 1.99~ 36.1° 
41. 
d-sec- ;S-octyl Hydrogen Phthalate~ 
Solvent M [M]S~I 
Ethyl Alcohol 0.180 162.0° 
u 0.719 159.0° 
u 1.078 166.7° 
. ~ Rule 1 Hay 1 NUmbera and Paterson, J.c.s., 178 11928. 
The values were quoted as [MJss~3 ; these· were 
converted. by use ot: t.ne ratio [M] s4~, _ 1.21, 
(M] S\1<1~· giving the a'Q9ve tigures. 
42. 
Addition ot: Inorganic Salts. 
(l-sec- td-octyl sodium pht:nalate in o. 2 11 aqueous 
solution was employed throughOut as optically active 
solute. 
In most cases the salts used were the 
Wnenever possible, the solutions were made up by 
l
diract weighing. Deliqueaent·salts hOwever (e.g. 
cac12and MgCl2 ) render such a method impracticable; 
salts· of this tn>e were t:nerefore added in solution, , 
the strength of Which had been previouslY determined . 
0 
· by analysis. It was originally intended to work 
I throughout with the following concentrations; 
inorganic salt 0.5 M, d-sec- ~-octyl sodium phthalatt 
0.2 M. In the case of sora.e of the divalent ·saJ.ts, I 
however, (e.g. ea, sr, Ba salts ), t:ne solubility ot 
I 
!the Ca,sr, Ba phthalates was so extremely small that 
j ~oncentrations ot inorganic salt much lower than 
0.5 M were necessitated •. 
The rotatory power ot the d-se.c- ,.,..g -cetyl 
: sod.iwn phthalate was detennined in aqueous solution 
~before and after the investigation, thus ensuring tha 
.I it had undergone no change. 
The results are summarised in the following 
tables: 
43. 
! 
i 
i Addition of Alkali Chlorides (0.5 M) to Aqueous Solutions 
ot d-sec- /3 -octyl Sod.i wn Phthalate. ( o. 2 M). 
- ... I 
Salt added 1 oL 54lol .:lOO (~JS4C:>I A 
- 2 -k1. 35° 11.24° . -
L1C1 u ·-0.64° -0.33° 
0 
-11.57 · .. 
NH4Cl u -0.19° - 1.58 ° -12.82° 
NaCl u -0.58° -4.83° -16.07° 
KC1 u -1.06° -B.B2° -20.06° 
RbCl IJ -1.31° -10.90° -22.14° 
CsC1 u -1.79° -14.90° -26.14° 
A = difference in specific rotation observed. 
44. 
Add1 tion or Divalent Salts to Aqueous Solutions of' 
d-sec- ,d-actyl Sodiura ~thalate. ( 0.2 M). 
alt added 
CaCl2 
CaC1
2 
SrCl 
2 
src~ 
BaC12 
BaC1
2 
Ba01
2 
BaC12 
MgCl
2 
MgC1
2 
MgS0
4 
CsCl 
KCl 
KCl 
2 
u 
IJ 
" 
11 
u 
IJ 
u 
u 
u 
u 
I IJ 
u 
u 
u 
M 
0. 0 25 + 0. 66 ° 
0.0375 + 0.47° 
0 • 0 25. + 0 • 56 ° 
0.0375 ... 0.37° 
o.ol25 ..-o.92° 
o. 025 +0. 54° 
0.0375 +0.31° 
o. 05 +0.13° 
o. 0375 + o. 59° 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
o.1o 
11.32° 
-8.24 
0 
-ti.82° 
-8.74° 
4. 91° -6. 41° 
6has the same significance as before; M = mola.r1 t 
ot added salt. 
The results tor KCl and CsCl are include<l in the 
above table tor purposes of comparison. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
The addition of' the chlorides of mercury anqt 
I 
i 
cal.lmium proved to be a matter o!' some difficulty, the j 
cetyl phthalatES ot these metals being practically 
insoluble in water. It was, however, found that 
the addition or alcohol to the aqueous solution had 
the effect of dissolving the precipitated salts. 
I 
! 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
The investigation of the addition of the above 
chlorides was therefore carried out in aqueous alcohol9 
I (50/5o by volume). 
below.· 
Xhe results obtained are given 1 
I 
! 
Addition o:t· Chlorides to Aqueous-Alcohol Solutions 
ot d-sec-,g-octyl Sodium Phtnalate (0.2 M) • 
Salt added. M c::;( 5461 
... 20° 
.[ ol.] 54'-' 
2 5.37° 44.7° 
Hgcl2 
u 0.025 5.31° 44.2° 
I 
CdC12 
1 
CsCl 
u 
u 
0.025 
0.05 
5.10° . 42.5° 
4. 78° 39.8° 
i ·-----:...--......____--'----_...____,____----"'! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ll and ~ have the same significance as before. 
46. 
Discussion of Results. 
Before entering into a detailed considerat-
ion of the observed effects, one particular aspect 
ot· t:o.e problem will be briefly discussed, namely, the 
case of aqueous solutions of the salts under investi-: 
gat ion. 
~ I 
The organic acid. ·a-sec-~ -octyl hydrogen ' 
I 
I 
phtl1alate being a weak acid, it may be regarded as 
ve.ry probable that its salts will be hydrolysed to a ! 
I 
considerable extent in aqueous solution. 
With this consideration in view, the rotato 
power of the. sodium saJ.t was determined in aqueous 
solution and in N/20 sodium hydroxide solution. In 
addition, similar deter.minations were made 1n ethyl 
alcohol solution and in N/20 sodium ethoxide solutio 
The results are briefly summarised below:-
l 20° Solvent c <:)(5lf.6 1 [M] 5lf.6 1 
Water 1 5.070 o •. '19° 46.8° 
l!f/20 NaOH u 5.060 0.58° o4.4.0 
Ethyl alcohol u 5.030 1.6l0 90.2° 
N/20 Na?Et u 5.028 ~.49° 8_9.0° 
Thus the rotatory power ot the sodium salt 
in dilute sodium hydroxide solution is appreciab~ 
lower than in aqueous solution. on the ot:ner hand, 
the observed difference in the case of ethyl alcohol 
i 
47. 
and dilute sodium ethoxide is not mucn greater than 
the experimental error in reading tne polarimeter 
ann hence is practically negligible. 
therefora appear that while the sodium salt un<tergoes 
considerable hydrolysis in aqueous solution, there is
1 
I 
i 
no evidence tor .any appreciable chemical change in . 
alcohol solution. Aqueous hydrolysis, as was to bel 
I 
! 
expected, results in an abnormally high rotatory. powet 
in th!:"~ more dilute solutions, the mechanism of tne .I 
I 
I reaction being illustrated by the fOllowing equ~tion:t 
H2o + R. coo~Na ( > R. COOH + NaO.ti / 
I 
I 
Since the rotation or tile tree acid. is _greater than I 
that of t:ne sod1Ulll salt, {p. 48 .) ,the effect.~-- ·I 
hydrolysis must be to cause an increase in the / 
I 
rotatory power of the solution as a whole. 
It must be pointed out, however, that the 
diminution in rotation obse'rved upon addition of NaOH I 
and NaQEt may in part be attributed to the in:!'luence 
ot the added sodium ions. (see p. 52.). 
48. 
Variation ot: t:ne Rotatory Power with Concentration. 
Salts or d-sec-;:3 -oct~l Hydrogen Phthalate. 
Ethyl AlcQnol Solutions. 
In alcohol solution the rotations of all 
tne salts examined underNent rtetinite changes with 
concentration, decreasing wit:n increasing concentrat-
ion. (See graphs p. 5o. J. As was concluded in the 
Introduction, similar variations (e.g. in the case of 
the ·tartrates and malate a ) have been adequately 
explained on the grounds of changes in the degree of 
ionisation of the electrolyte~ the deforming influ-
ence or the cation on the optically active anion. 
By plotting the various curves on a single 
graph, a signi:t'icant . ..pegulari ty is observed e. For c 
venience the ro·~atory pove'1S. of tile various salts in 
0.2 M alcohol solution are suwnarised below. 
Rotatory Power in o. 2 M Eth~l ~cohol Sol ut ion.~ 
20° 
Acid or Salt M ~] 5461 
'.• 
Acid 0.2 162° 
Lithium tJ 151° 
.Ammonium .. 131° 
Sodium .. ti7° 
Potassium ... 55° 
Rubidium .. 45° 
• A.McLean, working in these laboratories, h 
obtained the following results for alkali salts of 
-menthyl hydrogen naphthalate in methyl alcohol~ 
Rotatory powers of 5fo solutions of .i.-Menthyl H.ydrogen 
Naphthalate and .Alkali Salts. 
Acid. or Salt 20° 00 54.6 1 
Acid -215.9° 
Lithium + 0~67° 
SOdium + 4.25° 
Potassium + 11 •. 93° 
49. 
Aqueous Solutions. 
In dilute aqueous solutions the changes in 
rotation with concentration are considerably greater 
than those observed in the alcohol solutions. It 
appears probable, however, that the magnitude of the 
variations may be accounted tor, in part, by the tact 
that the salts undergo hydrolysis in aqueous solution 
an aspect ot the question which has already been 
discussed. 
As was the case in alcohol solutions, the 
rotatory power decreases wi tit increasing concentratio , 
but with this solvent the original dextro-rotation 
passes through inactivity, becoming a laevo-rotation 
in the more concentrated solutions. Moreover, in 
tha last :mentioned solutions a regularity is obtained 
pracisely similar in nature to that observed with 
alcohol as solvent. The fOllowing tab.l.e contains 
the observed rotations tor the various salts in 
0.5 M aqueous solution. 
Rotatory Powers in 0.5 M Aqueous 
Solution. 
-2 0° 
Salt M [l(l5lf.6] 
Lithium 0.5 +1. ij<? 
Ammo,n1um u -5.5° 
Sodium ., -ll..0° 
Potassium u -27.0° 
In the above table and in that quoted previously tor 
2 0° I 
alcohol solutions, the values of [](} ~ 4 6 1 are obta1ne 
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52. 
graph1caJ.ly. (See Graphs pp.50 & 51). 
It may be fairly assumed that, in alcohol i 
I 
solution, the degree of ionisation of the various j 
I 
salts will be considerable. From the view-point I 
j 
that the observed effects may be attributed to ionic 1 
influence 1 a stuey of the tabUlated rotatory powe~ j 
ol' the salts in alcohol solution reveals the followi11 
series, in which the ions are arranged in order ot 
depressive etfect:-
Rb + > lt+ ) + Na > + + NH4 > Li > {H) 
The results quoted above for the salts in aqueous 
solution show that an order of influence of the ions 
exactly similar to the foregoing is obtained. 
The parallelism between the above ef'fects 
- 30. 
and those obtained by Darmois in the case of the 
alkali tartrates is unmistakable. compared ~ith 
the free acid, all the tartrates studied show an in-
creased rotation, lithium producing the least effect 
and rubidimn the greatest. As we have seen, Darroo is 
explains his results on the basis of t110 influences, 
a udetormation etfectu and a udehydration effect", th 
latter involving the assumption that t9S tartrate ion 
is hydrated in solution. This d.ehydrat·ion theory 
has been reJected by other authors, but little 
evidence has been brought forward negative to the 
34. 
assum~tion of hydration. Bancroft and navies have 
however, pointed out that the temperature· changes 
o_bserved. o-n solution of tartaric acid indicate no 
63. 
hydrate tormation. 
and 
In th.:~ case of the alkali ;ammonium octyl 
phthalates, it would appear t:nat the observed effectJ 
i 
I 
on the rotatory power may be attributed to a detor~ I 
ation ot the opticaJ.ly active anion produced by the 
electric field of the cation; alsofhat the solvation 
ot the cation must be takon into accpunt. 
The general problem of solvation is much to 
complicated to be entered into in detail here, but 
the extent of our present knowledge of the subject 
may 'be briefly summarised. i·n the following statements 
36. 
due to Sidgwick. 
uwe cannot •••• determine the degree of hydration 
r 
in solution, and we commonly assume that if a solid 
hydrate of a particular formula separates, this 
hydrate also exists as a molecule tor as the ions of 
a molecule) in solution.u 
u~he hydration of ions in solution· has been 
investigated by means Of a great variety Of physical 
properties ••••• The experimental evidence is thus 
extensive enough, but it is very indecisive.u 
Finally, the conclusion is reached that "the re is 
good reason to" believe that many ions are hydrated 
in water, and some evidence as to which ions are 
more hydrated and which less, but we can form no 
quantitative idea of the number of water molecules 
combined in solution with any particular 1on.u 
Of importance with regard to the above 
64. 
problem. is the tact that a water molecUle can be 
co-ordinated to another atom in two ways - either by 
the oxygen of the water acting as a donor, or by the 
hydrogen acting as an acceptor. Wnile it is recog-
nised that there is a possibility of the hydration 
ot both cations and anions, it is generally concluded 
from the fact of the greater co-ordinating power ot 
the oxygen in water, that the cations will hydr~~e 
more easily than the anions. 
A particular aspect or the subJect of 
hydration now falls to be deal.t with, naraely, the· 
hydration or cations. 
In accordance with Fajans• theory, this 
hydration increases with the electrovalency, being 
weak with univalent metals, stronger with divalent an 
stronger still with trivalent. A consideration of 
som.e moment with respect to the pre·sent work is that 
in any given periodic group the tendency to hydration! 
is strongest in the ~ightest members·, diminishing as 
the atomic number increases. 
Thus, with the exception cJ:t lithium and 
sodium, all the univalent metals te.g.,&,Rb,CsJ are 
a.J.tn9st invariably a.nhy~rous in their salts, and 
lithium salts are· more uniformly and on the average 
more highly hydrated than those ot sodium. 
A study of the rotation values previously 
quoted for the alkali salts of d-sec- ~ -octyl 
hydrogen phthalate in alcoholic and aqueous solutions . 
56. 
I 
I 
reveals the interesting fact that a definite connect-! 
I 
I 
ion can be traced between the degree ot hydration of ! 
the cations and. tneir eftect on the rotatory power. I 
! 
Assuming that the observed differences in rotatory j 
power may be traced in part to a modification Of the i 
optically active anion 1lmder the influence ot: _the 1 
cation, it is seen that the most highly bydrated ion I · 
(Li+) exerts least effect, while the Rb+ion, tor whic~ 
we suppose least hydration , has the greatest influ-
ence. 
A second possibility must, however, ~e 
admitted, it being unlikely that t~e rotatory powers 
of the undissociated acid and undissociated salts are 
identical. Since the degree of ionisation ot the 
salts is probably great at the concent:rations 
considered, this second eftect,whatever. its nature, 
would a-ppear to be a minor one. 
From the above point of view, an interest1n 
study is attorded by the values quoted by Dannois torl 
the radii of the alkali cattomsin aqueous soluiion; •1 
j these radii, calculated from 1Qn1c mobility with the 
i aid of Stokes' tormula, are given as follows: 
Li 
2.30 
Na 
1.79 
K Rb 
1.17 
Cs 
0 
1.17 A. 
i 
I 
i 
If the modification of the optically active· 
anion is assumed to be produced by the electric fiel4 
of the cation, then the effect should reach a 
66. 
maximum in the case ot: Rb and Cs. 
As we have seen, experimental evidence 
aft'ord.s confirmation of tl11s ·view, t:n.e greatest 
influence being observed in the case of ~bidium, 
whil9 the observed etf'ects in the case of tne remain-
ing metals are in the order of the ionic radii quoted 
above. 
57. 
Addition of Salts. 
we shall first consider t~ne ef'I'ecta obtaine 
by the addition of the alkali chlorides to aqueous 
solutions or d.-sec- /3-octyl sodium phthalate. 
The results are brief~ summarised below:-
Addition ot: Alkali Chlorides ( o. 5 M) to .Aqueous 
j 
I 
I 
i 
Solutions of d-sec- ,(3-0ctyl Sodium Phthalate.~0.2 M).! 
I 
-
Salt added 
LiCl 
NH4 Cl 
NaCl 
KCl 
RbCl 
Os Cl 
ot the active acid. 
~ 
-11.6° 
-12.8° 
-16.1° 
-20.1° 
-22.1° 
-26.1° 
I 
I 
I 
1::::.. is the o~ser'\81 
ditterenfe . in 
specitic rotation~~ 
I 
! 
! 
I 
From a study of the relative influences of 
68. 
the various cations, a series identical with that :f'or 
the alkali and ammonium octyl phthalates may be 
deduced; L1+ again has least etrect, the maximum 
being reached in the case or cs+ • 
In order to gain further inl'orm.ation with 
I regard to the cation intluence, the etre.ct ot ad.d1t1o~ 
I 
of a series ot· divalent salts to aqueous solutions ot I 
d-sec-,..5 -octyl sodium phthalate 
I 
was investigated. I 
I 
!rt, as has been postUlated, tne cation· influence can 1 
jbe traced to the electric field o1: t:ne cation, then 
we sr.LOUld expeo.t. divalent salts, in general, to exert ! 
a greater· depressive etf'ect than monovalent salts. 
~he extent to which this is borne out in practice can 
be seen from the following results. 
59. 
i 
Addition of Monovalent arul Divalent Salts to Aqueou1, 
Solutions of' d-sec- ;d -octyl Sodium Phthalate. ( o. 2 ¥ ). 
I 
M is the molar1ty of the added salt, ~· having 
the same signi:t'ica.nce as before •. 
Salt 
.. 
~ added M 
CaC:b 0.0376 . -7•.41 0 
SrCl2 u -8..24 
0 
:SaCl2 u 
0 
-8 •. 74 
BaCl2 0.06 -10.24° 
Mg012 0.0375 -6.41° 
MgCl2 o.oo -8.16° 
MgS04 o.oo -8.66° . 
CsCl 0.05 ._7·. 07° 
KCl u -4.83° 
KCl o~:1o -8.16 
0 
The experimental evidence is thUS in 
harmony with the original postulate, all the divalent 
salts examined exerting a greater influence than does 
, ... 
CsOl, which produced the maximum effect in the case 
ot the monovalent salts, comparison being made under 
similar conditions as to· .concentration •. 
. Generally speaking, the resUlts are strik-
27. 
i ngly similar to those obtained by Stub-os, wllo 
investigated the effect oi' add.i t1on o:t' inorganic salt 
60. 
I 
I 
I to aqueous solutions of 1-malic aci~l. (see intro-
duction p.la). Tney are also in narmony with the 
29. i 
I 
work of.' Patterson and Anderson on aqueous solution$ 
I of ethyl tartrate. (See p ·l6. ) • . 
A study ot: the tabulated values of 6 ror , 
i 
tl1e monovalent salts s:nows that the order ol:' in:t'luenc~ 
ot the cations is as follows:-
I Th~ above 
I identical 
series, even to the position of' NJ:I.4+ , is 
wi t:n. t:nat quote=d ·oy Stubbs for l-malic 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I I acid. 
This agreement as to the position of N1-4+ia j 
a point of some interest, Darmois f'inding, in the cas 
of the tartrates, that Na4+ exerts a greater intluenc~ 
I 
than does Na+. I 
A comparison of' the present wri ter5 resul·t~ 
tor addition of divalent salts with t:nose of Stubbs 
JI?.akes an inter~ sting study. 
Thus the last-mentioned author, whose 
11nvest1gat1on was somewhat extensive, deduces the 
I :t'ollowi:ng series tor t:ae cation effect:·-
Ba++) ea++) Cdt+) Mg++) AJ.+++) Zn~) Hg"!"+ 
The order or cationic in!'luence for the -addition ot 
d.i valent ·salts to aqueous solutions ot d-sec-;.7 -octyl 
sodium phthalate:is 
:sa++) sr ++) ea++) :rwts ++ <) :ag+;':·). 
As will be seen later, HgCl2 is round to exert a· 
6J.. 
remarka·oly small e:r:eect, so that tne results are 
again in agreement w1 th those o:t' · stubbs. 
This author's conclusion that ut:ne inl'lu-
ence is mainly a specific additive property of the 
ions or radicles and appears to be related with tne 
i 
va.J.ency of the ions and thair order ot: elect ro- 1 
i 
i 
~atfinitieau is essentially the same as the view taken 
by the present writer , di!I~r.ing only· inasmuch as 1nl 
I 
I the pre··s.ent case account has been taken of the ionic i 
!radii, this latter involving a consideration of ionicj 
I ! 
jhydration. 
I As was stated in the experimental section~ 
~p.45) some difficulty was experienced ·in examining 
I -
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
the addition of the chlorides ~f mercury and cadmium I 
to aqueous solutions of' d-sec-;6-octyl sodium I 
P.ht!1alate, and tae detenuinations were finally carr1et 
out in aqueous .alcohol. 
Addition at Cnlorides to Aqueous-Alcohol Solutions 
· of d-sec- §-octyl Sodium Phthalate ( o. 2 M). 
M and~ have the same significance as be:t'ore. 
Salt added l 1( 6 
HgClz 0.025.1 -0.5° 
CdCl2 0.025 
·-2. 2° 
0 
. CsCl 0.05 -4.9 
The value for CsCl is included for purposes at 
comparison. 
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i 
j 
I 
I 
I 
i 
The case of mercuric c.o.loride is a very 1 
Mercury occupies a unique ~ositioJ 
I 
interesting one. 
among th·3 met aJ.s, the mercuric compounds, wi t:O. tew l 
I 
I 
i 
exceptions, ionizing only to a very .small extent. 
! 
Mercuric chloride being only very slightly ionised, wJ 
I 
shou.ld expect its influence on the .rotatory power of j 
. . I 
an optically active solute to be small. That this 1 
is actual~ the case in practic~ seems to lend turtheJ 
. I 
I confirmation to the view that the observ(3d effects ar~ 
I 
It has been suggested that the concentratio 
ionic in nature. 1 
l . 
Jef:t'ects zr.ay 1 in. pvt 1 be attributed to <manges in the i 
degree of ionisation of the optiaally active electro- I 
lyte. Some information as to the relative importance 
~. ·• . 
ot this effect may be obtained 'by a conside:ration ot 
!the added s~lt influence. 
l We shall co·ns ider the general case 1 the 
!optically active salt and the added salt having no 
common ion. In this case the equ.i 11 bri unj seems to be 
~overned by the uto.tal ion concentration", i~e. tlle 
!sum of the concentrations of all the p~sitive or· 
i 
begat! ve ions. 
I 
! In a solution containing NaCl and K2S04' 
.:2 NaCl + K2So4 ~ ;;JKCl + Na;;:S04 • Sherr113~ • 
I ~
or example, found that the equilibrium is governed 
y ~a+] +(K +] • 
consider now the case of an aqueous solution! 
r u-se~ fi-ootyl sodium :phthalate ( o. 2 M) to which an 
\ 
oa • 
. inorganic salt ( 0.05 M:) has been added. Since the 
optically active salt is in considerable excess, the 
change in the degree at' ionisation or this salt. is 
probably small., The fact t:nat t:ne o·o served change 
in: the rotatory ~ower is considerable ~Qpears to 
indicate that soriJ.e ot11er tactor 1 of lr1ore moment than ! I 
I 
the inere . ionisation change, must be taken into accouni. 
I 
I 
Again, on t~ne Arrhenius T"neory, the 
ionisation of salts is d.etermined to a large extent 
by the salt type - uni-un1 valent, uni-di valent etc. 
Degree of Dissociation of 0.5 N Solutions of Several 
Electrolytes. 
Determined by conct.uctivi ty measurerw3nts. 
Salt Degree of Dissociation 
KCl 78io 
BaCl2 67,io 
MgS04 38fo 
The order or the degree of dissociation of the above 
I 
i 
l 
ea.J.ts is KCl > BaCl2 ) MgS04 • 1 
If.then the observed changes in the rotator,Y 
power are mainly due to variations 1n the degree or 
disscciation of the o~tically active salt, then 
addition of the above inorganic salts, in comparable I 
concentrations, should lead to influences, tne magn1-l 
I tudes of which should be in the sam·e o.rder as the 
64. 
several degrees of dissociation. 
This was not round to be the case. 
Rotatory POwer_of d-sec-_&-octyl Sodium Phthalate 
~ o. 2 lvl. Agu.eous sol ut~ on) in ;presence of Different 
. Salt Types (0.05 M). 
Salt ad.d.ed 
KCl 0 -4.83 
-10.24.
0 
-8.66° 
A comparison of' the effects oi' the above scUts in 
0.1 ~f aqueous solution s:n.ows that the order given 
remains unaltered, 6. for KCl in this case being 
Since, however, it has been established thai 
Ac I 
the conductivity ratio A~ does not yield an 
accurate measurement of the degree of dissociation of 
. an electrolyte, the above rnetho:d of treating such 
Indeed the possibil ty 
I 
ot examining quantitatively equili-oria between ions· I 
38. l 
solutions is open to criticism. 
and undissociated molecules nas been questioned. I 
In view of such difficUlties, t:ne general I 
problem of solutions o:t.' electrolytes has been studied! 
. I 
:rrol!L a the·rmodynamical viewpoint. ~gus G. N •. Lewisb 
I 
frorn a study of free energy changes :nas de:t.'ined a new! 
65. 
i I 
I I 
I quantity, the activity ot· an electroJ.yte or ion, from I 
jwnich is derived the activity coetf'icient or tnerme- J 
~dynamic degree of ~issociation. I 
I Mean Activity Oif the Ions. Activity coefficient of electrolyte = 
Molality of the! 
I 
This quantity affords a measure of the fraction of the! 
concentration ot· the electrolyte which is active from ! 
I 
or thJ 
the chemical point of view. 
s determined by conductivity 1.a.e asurement s, is can-
itio·ned by the type of electrolyte. Lewis and 
39. 
andall have shown that a similar state ot a.I't'airs 
the case of thermodynamic _degree of dissoc-
at ion. 
1 It is of interest, therefore., to ascertain 
thather or no any relationship exists between the 
fctivities or salts and their etfect on rotatory power 
I 
I 
I 
Activit;y Coetticients of Several Electrolytes. 
40. 
Electrolyte. 
I 
I 
KCl 
BaCl2 
MgS04 
Molal ty = 
0.840 
0.568 0.05. 
Oe225 
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As wus the case with the degrees of dissociation 
determined. by conductivity measurenents, the activity 
coefficients of the salts and their effects on the 
rotation of aqueous solutions of d-sec- /6-octyl sodium 
phthalate wou10. not appear to be related. 
Another interesting study is afford.ed ·oy a 
i 
I 
I 
consideratio.n of a new concept introdyced by Lewi~ 
41. 
and Randall , namely, the ionic strength~" a solutioxp.. 
T:ne ionic strength o!' a solution of electrolytes is 
defined as half the sum of the molality of each ion 
multiplied by the square of .its valence 1 i.e o .,A.::. L. 
where jt is t:ne ionic strength, ru the molality, and. z 
valence or each ditferent ion in the solution. 
consider the case of aqueous solutions of 
d-sec- ,.5 -octyl . sodium· phthalate ( o. 2 M) containing 
salts of different valence types, ( 0.05 M). The 
ionic strengths being different, the question mey be 
asked- is there any relat1onsl11p·between the effect 
of added salts on the optical activity of an,electro-
lyte and the ionic strength of the solution? 
The following results would appear to 
indicate t:n.at, at the concentrations conside-red 1 no 
simple relation exists. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Rotatory Power of d-aec- ;S-octyl Sodium Phthalate 
( o. 2 M .Ag ueous Solution) in presence ot Di1'fe rent 
SaJ.t T:ypes. ( O. 05 M) 
Salt added A D. 
KCl 0.25 0 .. -4.83 
:Sac12 0.35 -10.24 
0 
MgS04 0.40 -8.66 
0 
A = iolllic 
strength. 
'It would therefore seem tnat any explanation of the 
observed effects must involve a consideration of t:r1e 
specific e:t':t'ect .or the ions, which idea is in ~na.rmo1zy: 
with our previous conclusions. 
-As was stated in the. Introduction, most of 
the previous i~vestigations on the ettect ol' addition 
of salts on opt~cally active electrolytes ~ave been 
carried out using as optical~ active solutes co~ 
pounds containing the hydroxyl group. 
A notable exception is found in the case of 
' 36. le . ~ b . . 7T Campbell s wor on ammon1wn.V\. romocampnor. • 
sulphonate • The changes in rotatory power, were, 
however, very s~l and practically no regularities 
were obseTVed. ~n this connec_tion the ·above author 
42. 
considers a stat~ent of Walden's, who suggested tha 
the structure·of the camphor molecule mqy render the 
asynrrfletric carbon a..to·ms. less sensitive to changes in 
ionisation or to the influence of the cation. 
68-. 
i 
I or co1~iderable interest with regard to thi~ 
43. problem. is a finding due to Darmois "· •.••• the 
I 
I 
! 
i 
! rotatory powe~ of camphor in alcohol is not int'luenceQ. 
I 
' I 
by the addi t1on or KI, so that in this case 
1 
the i 
effect of the salt is null, in spite of its electroly~ic 
dissociation. u 
Campbell also suggests that t:ne large 
changes o·ose:rve·d in the case of the salts of the 
droxy acids may be due to the presence ot the OH 
roup and that electrolytes containing no groups 
ss.essing residual aft'ini ty (other than the -so3H or 
COOH group) do not eXhibit great changes in rotation. 
In the light ot the present writer~s result 
by use of an optically active· electrolyte 
nta1n1ng a -COOH but no -OH group, the above 
suggestion would. not appear tG be. ··valid •. ~ 
.. 
1 
I 
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Summary. 
1. The rotatory powers of the alkali and 
ai1!I!lOnium salts of d-sec-;6octyl hydrogen :phthalate 
have .been stu(lied in alcoholic and aqueous sol ut ion. 
The rotations of the salts were found to be in the 
order 
H ) L1 ) NH4 ) Na ). K > Rb. 
2. It has been ·concluded that the variation 
of' the molecular rotation of the salts with concen-
t ration may be explained by assuming changes in t:tle 
cleg:ree of d.issociation ot the electrolytes ruv:l a 
detormi~ influence of the cations on the opticaJ.J.y 
active anions. 
I 
The effect ot the addition of. inorganic a alia. 
of various valence tY];>es to 0.2 M aqueous solutions 
a. 
qt d-sec- ;S -cetyl sodium pP,thalate has been investi-
gated. 
The series for the depressive influence of' the 
alkali and ammonium chlorides on the rotatory power 
of the optically active electrolyte is 
·Os+) Rb+) K+ ).Na+) NH; ) Lf~ 
The cor:r:e-sponding series for the divalent chlorides 1 
Ba++) ~r++) Ca+-t-/ Mg:+ 
It is concluded that the observed ette·cts may be 
attributed mainly to a detorro.ing influence of the 
70. 
positive ion on t~ne optically active nf)gative ion, 
the explanation involving a consideration of the 
ionic radii. 
4. It is worthy of comment that the above 
re.sults have been ob.tained by use ot a carboxylic 
acid containing no hydroxyl gro~p. 
71. 
Solvent :h;f:t'ect. 
Introduction. 
Altnough the int'luer1ce of so1vel1ts on t.Lte 
rotatory power o:f optically active solutes has -oeen 
much studied in recent years, much more work remains 
to be done before its nature will be made generally 
clear. 
In view of the comparatively su~osidiary 
nature of the investigation of solvent effect in the 
present communication, the fol1owing discussion is 
confined to a briet sumruary of a few recent and 
typical researches on t:ne a·oove su·oject. 
, '.iThus Pickard and Kenyon1 • have examined the 
rotatory powers ot a number of esters of the generaJ. 
formula c:a3 .cHX.o.co.R w:nere R is tile optically 
ac.t1ve radical and X is c2H6 , c3H7 ,c4a9 etc. 
The rotations ot: most o:t' t:ne esters were determined 
in various solvents, and it was round. that t:ne rotate 
powers ot ;8-butyl acetate, ;S-octyl acetate, h~toat 
and stearate respectively were influenced similarly 
by the follOwing solvents: Ethylene di bro.mide, 
acetone, etQyl acetate, ethyl alcohol, chloroform, 
benzene and carbon disulphide. 
•· 'J.Oo 
A-comparison of the values of [ci..l; for the 
esters in the homogeneous state with those obtained 
0 
in various 5~ solutions at ~o , shows that the 
72. i 
I 
j 
various solvents depress the specific rotatory power./ 
i 
It is interesting to note that the depression caused I 
by ethyl alcohol, benzene, pyridine and carbon disulp~ide 
I 
is in the order C 2H 5 oH(c 6H6 (o 5H 5N(cs 2 ~ inasmuch 1 
as this series holds for a~ost every ester examined; 
the depression in the case of carbon disulphide was 
in most cases sufficient to cause a reversal of sign. 
From a general consideration of the results, 
the authors conclude that the solvent effe.ct would I 
appear to be due to 11 an alteration in the de~ee of 
association or complexity of the molecules of the 
optically active compounds.u 
2. 
RUle and Mitchell have made a thorough 
investigation of the rotation of several d- ;3-octyl 
esters of:.:moaosubstituted acetic acids in the 
homogeneous state and in various solvents. The 
following is a short summary of the results obtained. 
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WO 
Molecular Rotations, [M].:D , of' d- ;3-octyl :u:sters in Various 
5fo Solutions. 
Solvent Acetate Met®:xy- Cnloro- Bromo-
acetate acetate acetate 
Ethylene +16.8° +19.:cl 0 +~1.3° +30. 3° 
d.ibroruide 
(Homogeneous. ester) 1168° 16. oO 17. gJ ~a.8° 
Acetone ~-60 .Ll.. gO 13 .• 2° ~5.2° 
Ni tromethane 9.0°. J.:cl. 4 0 14.1° ~3 .. 8° 
Ethyl acetate ~.go 1~. 5° 14.. gO :cl6.5° 
... 
Chloroform 6.5° .Ll.6° 12.6° ~:cl.70 
Acetic acid b. 3°' J.l;. 6° 11.5° 25 .. 9° 
Ethyl alcohol 6.1° 11.3° .L2.9° ~6.4° 
Carbon tatrachloricl ~ o .. 0° 13.0° 16.4° ~.oo 
Toluene - 0.8° - J.O. 8° ·~ 
Benzene -1 • .40 0 0.8° 10.1° I -1.0 
Phenetole -2.4° -6.4° -5.2° 4. gO 
Chlorobenzene -5.3° -7,.1° -6.7° :cl. 5o 
0 0 0 Bromo benzene - -7,.0 -8.8 1.6 
Iodobenzene - -12.7° -g. go -1.0° 
Carbon disulphide ~15.4°. -14.7° -~0..70. -1.2° 
Xhe values for the acetate in-the above table 
1. are those quoted by P1ckard and Ke1zyon. 
Iodo-
Acetate• 
+41.1° 
43.7° 
46.3 0 
. 41.9° 
46.1° 
38.3 0 
43.0° 
46 •. 8° 
41.4~ 
-
18!g0 
16.4° 
12.1° 
0 
9.1 
2.g0 
7.1° 
I 
!· 
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In order to determine the rela.t1 vc cf'fects 
!lOO 
of different eubst1 tuents t:ne vaJ.ues of [M] for t~ne 
:!> 
homogeneous esters are corr(pa:t·eo. with those re corded 
by P1ckar0. ano. Kenyon. 
I 
. Substi tuent. H. Me. OMe. Et. Cl. Br I 
·,·, !lOa 
[M\ ]..... 0 0 0 10 
I - + 11.8 ~3.0o 16.3° 17,. 9 ~ 7. 9 ~8., 
I Substi tuent influence in tile octyl acetates is t:nere-1 
fore represented by the series 
I ) Br ) Cl ) C2H5 ) OCH3 
) 
As may be seen from the above table., the 
pre~sence of solvents affects each of the esters in 
a-pproximately the sarae manner, the result in most 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i ., 
Jcases being a decrease in rotation and not infrequent~ 
a reversal of sign. With a few exceptions, it 
is found that the order of the ~tatory powers of the 
five esters, in any given solvent is the same as that 
of the esters in the homogeneous state. 
The authors remark tha'tt .. " it is s igni:t' ican t 
that the substituent having the most ~renounced effect 
pn the rotatory power of the parent ester should 
I . 
!also bring about the most specific changes in the 
I 
~ehaviour of the sU'bsti tuted esters towards solvents. a 
I A survey of the various regUlarities obtain-
d leads to the conclusion that the solvent influence 
Uld appear .to ·oe exerted tnrough the medium or the 
group. 
By the use as solvents of benzene 
• 
I. 
43.7° 
76. 
and. its substituted derivatives, or general formula 
C6H5x, a very interesting regularity emerges. The 
depression of the rotatory power o:t· a givan ester, 
d.ue to the variation of x in tm solvent molecule, is 
expre·ssed. by t:ae series 
H > I 
I 
This series holds for each or the esters ro1d is almost 
the exact reverse of that representing the effect of I 
I 
i 
1
1 
col.ncid.ence can hardly be fortui taus and. each set of 
I 
the substituents wnen introduced into the optically 
act 1 ve molecule. 
To quote H. G. RUle3 ·on this .point; uthe 
! 
changes is probably re·lated to t.ne dipole moments duel 
i 
to the sutrstituent groups. The emergence of this I 
striking relationshiP between substi tuent e:t'1'e et in I 
t:ne solvent and in the asymmetric molecule is evident 
dependent on the very close structural similarity of 
the solve=nts employed.u 
The rotatory powers of a number of' 1.-menthyl 
esters of substituted naphthoic acids have been 
I determined by RUle, Spence and Bretscher.
4
• In the 
I main, the investigations were concerned with the I . 
! effect of substituents in the active· molecule, but 
several or the esters were exaudned in different 
solventso In particular, L -menthyl i3-methoxy-l-
na-phthca.te was exaznined in various solvent types and 
to a lesser degree, the variations in the case of 
1-mentbyl 1-naphthoate andl-menthyl 8-met:noxy-l-
76 •. 
I napht:bpate were also observed. T:O.e f'ollow1ng is 
I a 'brief' summary or t:ne results obtained. 
L-M.en thyl ~-Metnoxy-1-naphtnoate. 
------------------------
V 
20 
SOlvent concentration [Jlii] 5 ~b 1 
(gm/lOO c. c. ) 
Benzene 5 +~8. fR 
u ~0 +45.3° 
Carbon disulphide 5 -16.3° 
u u 34 +~0.6° 
Acetone 5 -62.2° 
Chloroform 5 -76.2° 
u 30 -48.0° 
u 40 
0 -39.9 
l-Menthyl 1-naphtho ate. 
2 0° l 
Solvent c [MJ _5:8.9); 
·.-~ ···-· 1 
Ethyl alcohol Ci_. 991 -247° 
Benzene 4.938 -273° 
Chloroform 4. 990 -222° 
!-Menthyl 8-Methoxy-1-naphtl'loate. 
SOlvent c 
20° 
00 .5~6 1 
5.000 
0 
Etbyl alCOhOl -184 .. 5 
:Benzene 4.987 -167 0 
Carbon disulphide 4.972 -13~.5 
The above tables show that the rotatory 
J?OWers of the esters undergo considerable variation 
with change of solvent, the sign being ~eversed in 
some cases. The changes are discussed mainly from 
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the viewpoint or substi tuent effect, the a.ut:nors 
remarking that "th0 substi tuent influe~nce •...• tends 
to be exerted to the maximum extent in solvents of 
low dielectric constant •••.. " 
Of great interest with regard to the 
general problem' of polarity is a discussion published 
5. 
in 1923 by Sir J. J. T:nomson. In ari attempt to 
explain orientation ef'f'ects in benzene substitution, 
this aut~nor compared the introduction ot: a polar grou 
into a hydrocarbon molecule to the insertion of an 
electrostatic o.oublet. T:ne introduction of such 
doublets was shown to impart an electric moment to 
the molecule; this, in turn, to affect the specific 
inductive capacity of the ~pound. 
statement was made that a determination of the relat-, 
1ve magnitude of these electrostatic doublets, 
irrespective of sign, could be made by a co·mparison o 
the molecular inductive capacities for long wave-
lengths, of organic compounds of t:ne type RX, where 
R is the hydrocaxbon radical and X the variable sub-
sti tuent. 
~nomson also proposed that the magnitude in 
question is a vector quantity~ Thus, in di-substitut 
ed benz-enes, the et feet of two similar subst1 tuents 
in o rt:no-poa 1 t ion would be to re inl'o rce one anot ne r .. , 
while in para-position t:ne eff'ect would be one ot 
neutralisation; for dissimilar doublets· the revense 
state of a1'fa1rs is suppo~ed. 
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Within recent years a number of investigat-
ors have conc~ned. t:nemselves w1 th the determination 
ot 0 ..1pole wornents of compounds. The dipole moment 
of a hydrocarbon molecule may be defined as follows. 
The electrical centres of the electrons and nuclei 
in a molecule do not, in general, coincide. The 
distance between the resultant poles, multiplied by 
the crarge on one of them is termed the ~1P-ole 
moment, a quantity which may be calculated from data 
I 
referring to the dielectric constant an.d refractivity! 
of the comp~un1, by methods sugg9sted as early as 1 
6. 7. 
1912, by Debye. Research by C. P, SlflYth~ J. W. 
8. •• ~. 10. 
Williams, K. H.ojendahli J.Errera and others on dipole 
moment .. leads to the assumption that this quantity is 
a characteristic ot the substituent Polar .. groups, 
and largely i·ndependent ot the hydrocarbon radicals 
to which they are attached. It has turther been 
concluded that substituents may be di~ided into two 
classes 1de·nt1cal with tb.e ·older arrangement into 
electronegative and electropositive groups, namely, 
l) No
2
, OH 1 COOK, Cl, Br 1 I and OCH3 
md 2 ) CH3 , NK2 and Nt CH.0 >2. .. 
This class1t1cat1on ot groups replaces tnat originall 
proposed by Sir J. J. Thomson. From the values for 
dipole moment assigned to the various substi tuents, 
it is possible to deduce a series ranging from strong 
alactronegative groups to those of strongly electro-
poei t1ve character ,neutral hydrogen being intermed.iat ,. 
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Of such a nature is the following order of substituen a: 
N02, ON, Halogens, OOH3 , H, CH 3, N(CH 3 )2, NH2. 
Of tmmed1ate interest here is the action of solvents 
containing the above type of substituent ~n an 
optically active solute. With a view to correlattn~ 
observed effect on the optically active solute with 
the dipole moment of the solvent, it was proposed to ,. 
determine the rotatory power of d-sec-~-octyl hydrog n 
phthalate and d-sec-~-octyl methyl phthalate in vari 
jsolvent types, in the hope that the results would yie d 
jsome information concerning the general problem of 
solvent effect. 
ao. 
EXJ;>er1Inental. 
Solvents. 
[ The purest available solvents were used as 
I 
1 st a.rting materials an(l were then treated as :t'ollows; ! 
I (a.) N1 tromethane, nethyl iodide, met:q.ylene chloride, 
I . I 
I carbon tetrachloride, carbon disulphide, ! 
I 
benzalde~de, anisole, ~gave no phenol reactio¥~ 
I 
chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, 1odobenzene, I 
. 0 i 
a-dichlorobenzene ~previously cooled to -20 to' 
freeze out traces of p-dichlorobenzeneJ 
Washed, dried over calcium chloride and 
tract 1onated. 
( b ·) . Acetonitrile, acetaldecyde, acetone 1 ('tpurii'ied 
(c.) 
I (d.) 
by bisUl.j>hiteu ~.aniline,( "from sulPhate"), 
toluene. 
Dried and fract1onated. 
ni trobe\hzene, m.p. 5. 6 - 5. 7°; acetophenone, 
2 
o . 
5 
o I 
m.p. o ; benzene, m.p. .5 · 1 
Purified by repeated partial freezing,. to~owe~ 
I 
by drying and fract1onation. 1 
Hexa.ne, ( •tree from aromatic hydroc-arbons u ) w4 
dried and tractionated; alcohols,(methyl and 
1 
ethyl),. dried over lime and fractionated.. 
e. 
8l. 
Chloroform was si:laken with .concentrated 
sulphuric acid, washed several times with 
dilute sodium hydroXide and finally with waterl 
It was tnen dried over aneydrous :Potassium I I 
! 
I 
carbonate and fractionated. (The method is I 
i 
due to Hentzsel and Hottmann, Ber. 1 ,i.t, 1777, I 
I 
1911 ). 
The d-sec- ~-octyl hydrogen phthalate used 
in this investigation was:Prepared by the standard 
20° . 
method and had [JIIJ 546 1 = 162.0° in a 2 dm. tube, 
( alcohol;c = 5). 
as outside indicator. The aJ.c ohol sol ut ion of t :t:e 
sodium salt was then evaporated to dryness in a 
vacuum desiccator. The finely ground, dry pro~uct w s 
dissolved in water, and an aqueous solution of silver 
n1 trate added in slight excess of t:ne calculated . 
quantity. ~he res~ting precipitate of silver 
!phthalate was filtered at tne pump and thoroughly 
I washed with water; finally the salt was dried in 
jvacuo, light being excluded. The dry silver 
1 
phthalate was then treated wi t:n excess ot:. methyl iodife, 
82. 
Which had. been d.ried over calcium chloride, the iod.id 
being added in small quantities 8nd th8 whole 
thoroughly shaken after each addition. This pre-
and. the resulting ethereal solution or methyl ester 
filtered tree from silver iodide. The ether 
solution was washed with aqueous sodium carbonate 
containing a little sodium hydroxide, then several 
/times with water and tinally driod over calcium 
I chloride. The etbe r was reruoven in vacuo and tile 
methyl ester kept in a vacuum desiccator at 30-40° to 
one dczy to remove the last traces of excess metllyl 
iodide. Owing to instability at high tempeT,atures, t e 
diester cannot be distilled; it was therefore 
employed without further puri:t'ication. 
The et-sec- ;d-actyl methyl phthalate, pre-
0 
pared as above, had o£ 5461= 42.47. in a 1 dw~ tube at 
20° ( homogeneous ). 
83. 
• 
The phthalate and methyl ester were 
axruni ne (l in various solvents, the results being given 
below. All rotations are arranged in order of 
descending magnitude. 
d-sec- ;3-0ctyl drogen Phthalate in Methane T 
-0 Ot' 
Solvent 20 c ~ 
5lf.61 {)L]5lf.6 1 
C:ji50H ~ 5.024 5.8& 162.0° 
CHtfJH u 5.004 5.56 
0 0 
·.154. 6 
0 .0 
CH0I u 5.024 5.48 151.8 
CCl4 u 4.012 
0 0 
4.32 149.8 0 
CH.Cl 0 
.. 5.000 5e38° 149.7° 
CH3CHO " 5.000 5.16° 143.3° 
.. 
CS~ u 5.000 5.10° 141.9° 0 
CHzC12 11 5:.000 5.05° 140.6° 
CH0 CQ. CH3 u 5.000 5.04° 140.3 
0 
0 0 
CH3COOH .. 5.000 4.98 138.6 
" 
CR0CN 
u 5.020 4.89° 135.6° 
CH3No 2 
u 1.014 0.92° 126.2° 
For the most part, the ~tations were determined in 
. . 
j6rjo solutions 1 but. in the case ot car'b.on tetrachloride 
and•·ni tromethane it was not possible to obtain this 
concentration. 
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d-sec- ;5-octyl Hydrogen Phthalate in Benz.ene Type so 
Solvent 
c6H5 CHa 
06lts 
Cslft>OCH0 
c6~Br 
C6Hfii 
C6t~Cl 
C6H5NH2 
0-C6H4 • Cl~ 
C6%CN 
C6%N02 
c6 ~CHO. 
6H5 CHO 
c 
~ 5.020 
u 
u 
11 
u 
u 
u 
u 
" 
IJ 
" 
5. 000. 
5.004 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.018 
5.000 
5.000 
5.0l6 
5.000 
5.000 
5.0~0 
4.53° 
4.26° 
4. 21° 
~.83° 
~~74° 
~.67° 
3 .. 96° 
145.0° 
126.0° 
118e 6° 
117e. :f 
115 .• 5° 
107.3° 
104.6° 
80.2° 
0 
78 .. 5 
* Witil freshly distilled .c6H0CHO. -t With C6H5 CHO 
several d~s after distillation. 
20° 
The vaJ.ue ot [M] 514-6 1 1. in acetophenone 
shows the ettect ot screening the ketD- group in 
benzaldehyde; t~s point will be discussed later. 
0 52® 
0 
~ 16 ® 
l 5@ 
l 26 (j) 
55® 
51® 
25.@ 
84@ 
90® 
f/.5® 
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In t:ne 1'orego1ng tablefJ ,-cne encircled 
figures refer to the papers tram whici.1 tre dipole 
moment values wer0 o·ot ai ne cl. T!1e · references ·in 
question are given on p._llO •. 
d-sec-,1.3 -octyl Methyl Phthalate in lv1et:nane· Type 
0 
Solvent ct. 
20 c 
54-6 1 . [M] 5 4- 6 1 
6H14< Hexane ) 2 5 .. 050 4.90° 141.8° 
CH0CHQ 
tf 5.046 4.73° 137.0° 
c2H50H 
u 5.048 4.65° 134.6° 
CH0COOH 
.. 5. 044; 4.58° 13~. 7° 
Cli3.CO.CH3 " 5.060 4.56° ~31. 9° 
u 0 
0 
CH I 5.052 4.o4 J.3l.3 3 
CH30H " 5.040 4.48° 129.9° 
CH3CN 
u 5.036 4.41° 127.9° 
CH3li02 " 5.042 4.24° 122.9° 
CH2Cl2 · 
.. 5.054 3.95° 114.2° 
0014 u 5.040 3678° 109.6° 
0 0 
CH Cl u 5.040 3.76 109.0 3 
0 0 
cs2 
tl 5.050 3.22 83.2 
0 
@ 
~ •. 72 
j1c.72 
lo.74 
I 
1~.97 
l1.oo · 
I 
1 •. 73 
3.94 
3.78 
1.61 
I 
0 
1.10 
0 
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d-sec;_~-Octyl Methyl Pht:t1alate in Benzene TY];)e 
!· 
0 
Solvent c o(. [M] 20 5461 5461 
C6H5CH3 ~ 5.040 3. 87° ~12., 2° 
C&£~CH0 u 5.048 3.71° 107.4° 
C6H6 u 5.048 . 3. 60° 104.2° 
C()H5Br u 5.052 3.07° 88.8° 
C6H5NH2 
If 5.040 3.0oD· ea. 7° 
C6H5I " 5.044. 3.02° 87.6° 
c 6tr5 C1 
,, 
5.046 ·~. 99° ti6. 6° 
c 6H4Cl2 
u 5.044 ~.76° eo.o 0 
H CHO 6 5 
11 5.050 ~.72° '18. 7° 
6H5CN 
u 6.048 ~.64° 76.4° 
0 0 
11 5.05~ 2.58 74&6 
0 0 
6H5 .co.CH3 
u 5.052 3.45 99.8 
The value in acetophenone is included for purposes ot: 
comparison,as before. 
le rnoment o 
solvent, 
li 
0.5:0 
~.16 
0 
1.5 . 
1.51 
~.~5 
~.55 
~.~5 
2.75 
3.84 
3.90 
~.97 
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Discussion ot' Results. 
The rotatO:'!"J power of d.-sec- ,6-octyl 
hydrogen pht:t1ala,te was first investigated in so~vents 
of the methane type. The results are given below, 
the r~tations being arranged in descending orde'r of 
,m ag~ t ude. In this, and in the :t'ollowing tables, 
the dipole moments of the solvents are included for 
pur:poses of comparison. 
Table I. 
Rotatory Power of d-sec- ,.a~octyl Hydrogen Pht:na.lat 
in Methane Type Solvents. 
Solvent 
20° Dipole Moment [M] 5lf.6 1 ....'t. 18 ·x 10 e. s. u. 
c2H50H. 162.0° 1.72 
.CH00H11 154 .. 6° 
~.73 
CH0 I. 151.8° 
~.66 
0014 .. 14968° 0 
0 
l.lO CHCl0 • 149.7 
CH0 CHO. 143.3° 
i:!J .. 72 
CS2. 141.9° 0 
CH2Cl2• 140.5° 1.61 
0 
CHg. CO •. CH3 • 140.3 
~o97 
0 
o~-74 OKtJOOK. 1aa .. o 
CHoCN 135.6° 3.94 
0 
3.,78 CH0NO 2• 
126.2 
A study or the above series shows that little obvio 
relation exists between the dipole moments or the 
BB. 
solvents and their effect on the rota~ory power, 
altho·ugr1 the tendency possibly exists for solvents of 
high dipole value to produce the greatest depression 
in rotation. 
As will be seen iater, however, t11e stuc.ty 
of solvent effect involves a consio.eration of various 
complicating factors, the influence of which rnay 
probably account for many or the apparent (iisplac ts. 
rn· direct contrast to the above is the 
series obtn-ined in the case ot t:ne b,enzene type sol-
v~nts t in which the rotations may aoe arranged' aJ.most 
without exception, in the order of polarity or the 
solvents. 
Table II. 
Rotatory Power or d-se·c- .13-0ctyl l!ydrogen Pht~nalate 
in Benzene Type Solvents. 
Solvent 
20 Dipole Moment of SOlve 
[M] 5lf.6'1 .Ac. x 1 o 1~ e • s • u. 
c6H5 CH3 • 150. ff 0.52. 
C6H6. l45.0° 0 
c6H5ocH3 • 
126.0° 1.16 
C
6
H
5
:Sr 118.6° 1.50 
c6H5 I 117.2° 1.25 
C
6
H
5
Cl. ll5.6° 1.55 
c 6H6NH2• 107.3° 1.51 
O-C6H4 • 01 2• 
104.6° 2., 25 
CalitJCN. ~0.2° '3.64 
C6H6 .W02- 78~5° 3. 90 
tc6~cho. '16. 3 ° ~ •. 75 
tC6H5 CHO 
'/4. 3° .. 
.:Jf=Wi th freshly ell stilled C6H5CHO . 
-tWith ·c6Ht>CHO several days after distillat-ion. 
• 
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A striking relation thus emerges between 
dipole moment of the solvent anct ettect on t~ne 
rot a to ry :power. 
The low value recorded in the case ol' 
benzaldehyde is prob-ably due to the presence et trace 
of benzoic acid in this solvent. 
The investigation ot the rotatory power ot 
et-sec- ;5-octyl methyl phthalate in solvents ot the 
methane series yielded results souewhat silUilar to 
those obtained in the case of the hydrogen compound. 
(Table I >~ 
Table III. 
Rotatory Power of d-sec- &-octyl Methyl Phthalate in 
Methane Type Solvents. 
Solvent 
c6~4.( Hexane) 
CHiC HO 
~ 
C2HsOH 
CH0COOH 
Oli3 • eo. cH3 
CHai· 
OH30:S: 
OH3CN 
CHaN~ 0 
CH2Cl 2 
0014 
CHCJ.a 
062 
0 l 
2 o ·n· 1 ·u~ t t S l [u, 0 o lPO e .w.Omen o · 0 -.w.u-54-6 1 vent. ~x 10'8 e. s. u 
141.8° 
137-.0° 
134.6° 
'0 
131.3 
129.9° 
l27o9° 
0 
.L22e9 
0 
114.2 
109.6° 
l09o 0° 
0 
93e:cl 
0 
~.72 
l.72 
Oo74 
3oo94 
J..61 
0 
J..lO 
0 
In this case~ however, practically no trace of 
a definite polar er·rect can b~ seen. 
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Table IV. 
Rotatory Power of d.-sec- j3-0ctyl Methyl Phthalate in 
Benzene Type Solvents. 
Solvent Dipole Moment of Solvent . 
.1~ 1& 
~x 10 e.s.u. 
c6H5 CH0• 112. if> 0.52 
c6~ocH3• 107.4° 1.16 
0slis ~04.~ 
0 
0 
c6H5Br. 88e8° 1.5 
C Tr NH 
6~ 2 ti9oU
0 
1.51 
C6H0I. tj7.6° 1.25 
C6H6
Cl 86.6° .L.55 
o-c6H4 Cl2 eo.o
0 2.26 
C H. CHO 6 5 '/8 .. 7° 2f)76 
Ctfi6CN '16. 4° 3-.84 
C6H5
No
2 
74.6° 3. 90 
The correlation of the results in. tne aase of the . 
metr.tane solvents is .a mat_ter of some difficulty, the~ 
lack of any definite regularity being manifest. 
A gemeral survey of the investigation, 
however 1 would. undoubtedly appear to lead to the idea 
that a det1n1te. re1ations!1ip a·Xists betwe~n dipole 
moment of the solvent and effect on the rot·atory paw 
ot an optically active solute. 
While the experimental work is realised to 
be scare ely_ comprehensive enough to admit of de:t'ini te 
91. 
)to 
conclusions, it is tentatively suggested that one of 
the main factors governing the influence of solvents 
on rotatory power is the innuence exerted by t:ne 
solvent dipoles upon the external tield of the solute 
molecules, t~ne effect act~ng e1 t:ner through deformat-
ion or dipole association. 
This supposedly main ettect may, however, 
be modif'ied to some extent by such factors as 
characteristic structure and degree of association of 
the solvent molecUles. 
An interesting survey of the results is 
afforded in the light of the above suggestions. 
Thus, in the case of d-sec- ,d-octyl hydroge 
phthalate in methane solvents, (Table I) the greatest 
deprassiva, influence is exerted by the two most polar 
types,. a tendency to exalt being observed with t:ne 
no~polar solvents. The comparison is by no means 
complete, however, the highest rotations being obta1 
ed. in comparatively polar types, nauely, methyl and 
etbyl alcohols. 
It seems possible that some of the diverg-
ences may be due to combination between the solute 
the solvent molecules, this holding especially in the 
case ot acetic acid and the aJ.cohols. 
The investigation of the rotatory power of 
d-sec- ;a-octyl methyl phthalate leads to results 
similar to those obtained in ·-the case of the hydroge 
compound. 
*compare Rule & McLean,J.c.s., 1931. 
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In solvents of rnethane type, however, 
practically no regularity at all was evinced (Table 
III ). 
The low rotations ex:n1 bi te(1 in carbon 
tetrachloride and caroon disulphide are reu.liniscent 
of the effects obtained. by Pickard and Kenyon
1
• and 
2. 
Rule and. m·~chell in the case ot th:3 d-actyl esters 
ot acetic and monosubstituted a.c~tic acids, for which 
however, some regularities we·re observed. with benzene 
solvents. (See Introduction p. 7 a ) • 
The relative positions of acetic acid in th 
two methane series is a matter of some interest; it 
seems feasible that the difference l!!ay be attributed 
to the presence of t:ne -COOH group, ~oruroon, in the 
instance or the hydrogen compound, to both solute and 
solvent. 
The effects observed tor the phthalate and 
methyl ester in benzene solvents, (Tables II· & IV·) 
otter a most remarkable contrast to those dmscussed 
above, the regularity .of relation between dipole 
moment of the solvent ana observed influence on the 
rot.atory power holding almost without exception. 
The marked difference between the results 
tor the methane and benzene series is difficult ot 
explanation, but an additional cause or irregularity 
in the methane types may -oe the lack ot structural 
similarity in the various solvents· employed. In 
'benzene, the molecule is so large that the presence 
ot' a small suosti tuent causes much less relativo 
~harJB;e in rorm. and volume than in the case of methane 
Ar. interesting comparison is obtained by a 
consideration or the results in the case of tlJ.e 
solvents benzaldehyde, c6H5CHO and acetophenone~ 
c6H5 .co.CH3• 
d-sec- ;S -Octyl rJYdrogen Pht~nalate. 
Solvent 
c6H5 CO.CH3 
c6H5 CHO . 
0 
'14. 3 
.. D.M.of Solven 
kX 10'1 · e. s. u 
d-se:c-..6-octyl Methyl Phthalate. 
Solven-t 
~2 0-o 
"[M] 546 1 
-
0 
c6H5 .CO .. CH0 99.8 
7,8. 7 
0 
c6a5 CHO 
Thus, in spite of 1 ts greater polarity, acetophenone 
exerts decidedly less influence than does benzaldehyd • 
It would seem, however, that the discr~p 
may be explained by the· assumption that .. tb.e -eo 
dipole, common to both solvents, is, in the case of 
ac9tophenone, "screened 0 by the alkyl group, the 
1n1'luence of this solvent on an optically active solu e 
being theretore proportionately reduced. 
Re·cent research would· appear to indicate 
94. 
that a fundamental relations:nip exists between t:ne 
study or optical activity and t:t1at of absorption 
eycctra. 
In this connection may be mentioned the 
investigations of Lowry and others on t:ne Dru(te 
equation and the su~cesstul asy:w:wetric decomposition 
ll. 
of racemic compounds e:t'tected. by w. KU:nn and 
12. s. M1tchell by the use of circularly polarised. 
light., following an examination of the· absorption 
data. 
Of great interest, th~refore, is the work 
13. 
of' G. Scheibe, who has investigated the screening 
Of the CO- dipole,. oy alkyl groups and the polar 
influence of solvents on ketones by means of the 
absorption spectra. 
This author finds that the effect of sol-
vents of increasing polarity is to displace the 
character~stic absorption band of' a ketone progress-
1 vely towards the far ultra-violet. 
The polar series in t:t1e case ·of acetone is 
as follows:-
Carbon tetr_achloride, hexa.ne, ether, etny~acetate, 
chloroform, metcylene ellloride, eteyl alcohol, methyl 
alcohol,acetic acid, water. 
Disp~acement towards shorter wave-length. 
A point or some importance, from the viewpoint of 
comparison with optical actiti~y effects, is that tne 
95. 
magn1 tude ot: the obse~rved displacement d1;ulin1shes 
~regressively as the carbo~l group becomes more and 
more screened by substitution in the adjacent ca
3 
group; t:ne order of solvents, however, remains I I 
I 
uncr.~.anged~ Thus, the shift of the characteristic l 
i 
band is less tor tertiary-butyl ketone than tor acetof 
and still less tor hexamethyl acetone. I 
These changes pre~ent an interesting parall~l 
to the previously discussed effects obtained in the 
field of optical activity. 
If we assume the valid! ty Of the Drude 
equation ·in the case of an optically active keto-
compound., the aforementioned displacement of the 
absorpt.16n band corresponds to a fall in rotatory 
ewer with increasing polarity of solvent. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
j 
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Ap-pendix. 
d-Sec- ,13-octyl antJ.rra.nilate was prepared wit£1 
a view to exam.ining the variation or the rotatory 
!)owe'r of t:ne hydrochloride wi t.n concentration in 
etbyl alcohol solution. It was t'ound, however, 
that the value obt a.ined in alcohol t c = 5 ) :re r t:ne 
hydrochlori(le dif'fered somewhat from t:nat previously 
deterrained for t:nc corres·pontting 1-cofupoun~ .• 
(Rule, Miles and MacGillivray,cr.c.s., 2275, 1929). 
The difference was attributed. to the fact 
I that 1n the case of' the 1-ester ordinary absolute 
alcohol h~ been used as solvent, whereas in the 
present investigation the alcohol employed was dried 
over calcium. filings and fractionated.. 
later·, experimants involving ar.ldi tion of known amount 
of water to the anhy~rous alco11ol were carrie.d out. 
In addition to the above, d-sec-~-octyl 
:p-a.rrdno-benzoate and d-sec- fo-octyl o-dimethylamino-
benzcate wexe prepare•i and t:n.e rotatory powe:rs of the 
hydrochloride a determined in alcohol solution. In 
'both cases t:ne values obtained Sr.LOW9(l good agreement 
witu those previously quoted. \J.c.s. ~ 2275~ 1929)~ 
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Pr(~.P:iration or :Methyl Antnranilatg. 
.. .. 0 
200 gms. anthranilic 8 .. Q;l.tt tm.p. 147'-144 ) 
~ver:~ 1issolveCI. in excesA :me~ .. .-)~.rl alcohol ·(. 2 litres ). 
The solution was then heaterl on tf.J.e water-"bath for 
48 hours under a reflu..x condenser carrying a calcium 
cb.lo ri d.e t u"be 1a The fl~9k was fitted with a two-w 
stepper and a rapid current of drJ hydrogen chloride 
was bubbleo. through the liquid. T:ne reaction 
product containing the hydrochloride of the ester and 
9IJY unchanged acid was poure<i 1nto an excess of sodi 
carbonate solution, when the ester separated in oily 
globules. The whole was then extracted with ether, 
the ethereal solution evaporated to half-bulk and all 
ed to stand t'or several days over anhydrous potassium 
carbonate. 
The remainder of ·tne ether was thereafter 
removed and the ester distilled under reduced pressu • 
At 8 :mu. a pale yellow fluid was obt a1nec1, "b. p. 126°., 
On stR.nding in a refrigerator ,-this so l1d1fied to a 
pale yellow mass. Upon recrystall1sation trom 
ligro1n, the ester appeared as a white crystalline 
solid, ra. p. 24- B5°. 
(E. & H. Erdma.JUl.,Ber., 32, 1216,1899, q"u~te icl4. tf). 
'About 140 gras. pure metby 1 anthranilate were obtained 
SOl V 
Etbyl 
Zthyl 
+ 1 mo 
propor 
PrcJ;>aration ot d-sec- ;.3-0c~yl Anthranilate. 
The anthranilate was prepared ·by the method 
ot RUle, Milea and MacGillivray, tJ.C.§., 2274~1929), 
using 14 grcs. (1-octyl alcohol, 0.15 gw.. sodium and 
16.5 gms. methyl anthranilate. 
Yield or-; pure ester 10 grns. (o .. p. 178° at 7 lPlu. ). 
' 
The :tollowing is tile swmuary. or the 
rotations determined. 
Rotatory Bower ot· d-Octyl Anthranilate:* 
:Jljo 0 
c. O(b'"(O~ o(. S8~~ 0(. S41ol ~43Si [M] to (OB [M]:20 
cohol l 5.220 0~46° 
cohol 
ecular l 5.012 0 •. 97 1.22° 1.42° ~.35 48.2° 60. on of 
It is to be ~ted t:1at the aforementioned 
vergence was noted only in the aase ot the hydro-
oride; the rotatory power ot the ester.in alcohol 
olut1on showed good agreement with the previously 
ter.:ninet! value for the l-compound.~ . 
* see graphs p.1oo .. 
'JOO 
[M]~, 
2.00 
LMJ4-3!l"'8 
~2.0° 
70.6° 116.9 
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d.-sec- ;.3-0ctyl Ant:nranilate eyd.rochlorid.e in 
Alcohol ( Va:ry1ng water - cont,ent·J. *" 
----
Solvent £ 200 c o(54~l [1l]54(el 
Alcoholic HCl .l 5.034 1.45° 71 • 
( anhydrous alcohol) 
Alcoholic HCl u 5.044 1.34° oo. 
(ordinar,y absolute alCOl10l) 
( aJ.cohol containing 1ro " 5.028 ~.10° o2. w_ater oy vol.- ) 
... 
AJ.coholic HCl 
1.15° \ aJ.coho1 containing ~c;o tl 5.062 56. 
water by vol. ) 
Alcoholic RCl .. 5.130 1.05° 51. 
( alco:nol containing 4ro 
water by vol. ) 
In most or t:ne above detenninations, the hy(lrochlo rid 
was obtained. in solution by t:ne addi tiorl or the 
calculated volume of' previously stanma~dtised aJ.coholi 
HCl to a known weight of the ester in alcohol solutio 
In all cases, the alcoholic HCl was made up using 
the same alcohol as was employed to dissolve the este 
and make up the solution. 
+ 
~In this determination the solid hydrochloride, 
0 
( il. p. l6Q-161. ), was employed. 
":t- see: graphs p. 101. 
0 
0 
e._ · I · 2. 
~h. ,ah-4-u---vrz... 1 e.o<7 t!J aA--n.4{; A . 
6 
,-/~~ (; __ &;,£:. ae~~a£. 
v 
[o<]. ~ S-[.;.(]X /0 . A. (A.u .). 'A,.. x ;o-". 
/'l·3S ~ j~·f/. ~ /08. 4-5·00. 
2/.;-· 3ft-0 . 4- · 11 . s 8 '13 . 34- ·83 . 
z 8·3.3°. 3·53. ,.5~4-'-1. Z1·8z. 
~+to .gt:r. 2·13 . tf-358. 18·Cf'f. 
r/0 X /OJ... 
4-8 
u.o . 
30 . 
10 . 
----------~----------~----------~--------------~~~~--~~--~~0-
j:> . S . 4- . .3. 2 . 
.() .J.. . 
too· 
so· . 
'· j•. 4- . 3. 2 . I. 
C~~ if H~. (5-ht.r.ftooc.~.) 
S . ~ - 3 . 2 . / . 
C~ w~ ~1:~ -
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d-sec- .A-Octyl Anthranilate liy(lrochloride in alcohol. 
( vaxying conc~ntration of hydrochloride).* 
0 
Solvent 
20 
c 0(. [M]51f.61 
~lf-6 1 
Ethyl alcohol 4 ~.006 
0 o7e5° o~ 95 .. 
u •• .1. ;j.43l 0.58° 
0 
b8.2 
u " .. 3.562 
0 o9.8° 0 •. 87 
u u .. 5.731 .1..45° 71.8° 
The above investigation was somew·nat restricted owing 
to tl:le unexpecte.dly low solubility of the hyd.ro-
chlorida in alcohol. 
* see grap[ls I>· 101. 
Preparation of d-sec- .1.3-0ctyl P::.Amino::.~.~nzoate. 
~his compound was prepared by the method ot 
Rule and Miles tloc.cit. ),using 0.2 gm. sodium, 18 
oc~yl alcohol and ~o gms. methyl p-amino-benzoate. 
'I'he met:Ccyl p-amino-benzoate was previously recrystall 
-~ 
ised from 6Q-80° petrol ether until pure ~m9:p •. 11~ 0 ). 
~he crude octyl ester was fr~ctionated in 
vacuo, trv.~ fraction boiling ·oatween 160-180° f o. 2 mm. 
being collected. The distillate soli41tied GR. eool1 
and the wh1 te. solid so o'b,tained was recrystallised 
from a mixture or petrol ether and ligroin until 
~-ptically pure o 
were obtained. 
About o gms. ot: the pure ester 
l03. 
The following determinations o~ rotatory power were 
made. 
Rott=ttOr.f ·Power of d-sec- fo-Octyl p-Amino-b.anzoate 
Solvent 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Alcoholic HCl 
(anhydroUS·· alcohol) 
Alcoholic HCl 
( alcohol cant aini:ri.g 5o/o 
water by volume) 
/ 
c o£.546 1 
l 4. 316 
u 4.050 
4.050 
Preparation or MethYl ~et~lamino-ocnzoate. 
The preparation was started from crude 
mono-met:nylaiitino-benzoic acid, ~'repared from anthrani c 
acid. '!'he crude acid was recrystallisen twice from 
alcohol, the pure product melting at 177°. 
The metbyl ester was obtained from the acid. 
in the usua~ manner, using hydrogen chloride as 
catalyst. It distilled as a pale yellow oil, (b~P· 
13Q-135° /14 mm. ) which solidified on QOOling. 
m. 'P • of solid, 15°. Yield of ester, 30 gms. 
Preparation of :Methyl J~1lllet~11Ylaro.1no-benzoate. 
The methyl ester, obtained ·as above, was 
heated on the water-bath wit:O. exactly one equivalent 
or methyl iodide. The reaction was carried out 
in a pressure bottle 1 heating being continued for 
104. 
two hours. The ~nydriodide of t:ne ester so obt a1ned 
was washed at the purop w1 th ether and was a pale 
0 yellow soli(l, m.v. 15~ • It was added to the t:neor-
etical amount of' sodium car.bonate solution anrt the 
fre9 ester liberated. This was extracted with 
ether and t:ne extract dried over anhydrous sodium 
sulp:O.ate for several days. The ether was t:te n 
removed and the ester distilled. under re~duced pressur • 
0 It was obtained as a yellow oil, b.p. 134-135 /18 mm. 
and. had very little odour. Unlike the mono-methyl-
amino ester, it did. not solidify ytpon cooling. 
About 20 gms. of the pure ester were obtained. 
This preparation was carried out 
gm. sodium, 11 gms. d-c~.tyl alcohol a.ncl 15 grus. met by 
o-dimet~lamino-benzoate. Distillation or the 
crude octyl ester yielded two fractions, the tirst 
( b.p. 85-90° f o. 2 mm. ) being retained and t:ne second 
(b.p. 125-130°/0.2 mm.) subm-itted to fUrther. traction 
at ion. Arter three tractionations, a small quantity 
of the pure ester (b.p. lid6°fO .. id mm.) was obtained. 
106. 
Rotato Power of' d-sec- o-dimeth~lam1no-oenz ate. 
--
Solvent c Q(...5lf 6 1 
~00 
[ . 46 
Ethyl alcohol 1 4.844 0.55° 31.5° 
I I -
I 
Ethyl alcohol 
1.40° 7le6° + 1 molecular u 5.424 
I pro port ion of HCl 
-~-
., 
u 
106. 
Summary. 
The rotatory powers Of SGVeral r.i-Octyl esters 
of substituted benzoic acids have been examined, with 
a view to (leterrJlining the 1nfluen·ce of concentration 
in alcoholic solution and the effect of added waterb 
In the case of d.-sec- fo-octyl ant.hranilate, 
the hydrochloride of the ester has been shown to 
undergo small, but definite charges with varyir~ 
concentration. Owin!; to the small concentration 
changes involved. ·t.his part of the investigation was 
1 
not extended further. 
I . I It has also been round that addition or water 
to alco1101 solutions of' the :n.ydrocnloride o!' ti:1e 
a...""lthranilate causes a change in the rotation, the 
direct-ion of the change oeing towards the value tor 
the .t'ree ester. 
A similar state of affairs exists in the 
case of d-sec..;. ;e,-octyl p-amino-benzoate. 
In conclusion, the author desires to thank 
~· .,o~r H.·G. It¥il:.e· .. fez- )ais. e.naour&gement and va.~ua.b1e 
guidance during the course o:f the research. 
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Optical Activity of Electrolytes. 
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